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The Problem 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
5. 
The similarity between the requirements for leadership in the 
armed forces and in civilian life would appear to be readily discernible . 
This fact can be easily recognized when one considers the number of civi-
lian leaders who .also made excellent military leaders when their country 
needed them. George Washington, Andrew Jackson, Theodore Roosevelt, just 
to name a few, achieved fame as both military executives and holders of 
the highest civilian executive office this country has to offer. On the 
other hand, Ulysses S. Grant, Dwight D. Eisenhower and Zachary Taylor 
showed that professional military men could also achieve that high office. 
During World War II, as was the case in most previous wars in 
which the United States became involved, many thousands of men from pri-
vate industry were called to serve as commissioned officers in the mili-
tary services. After becoming acquainted with the purely military cour-
tesies and customs with which they were previously unfamiliar, most made 
the transition from an American businessman to an executive in the United 
States Armed Forces with little or no difficulty. They no doubt found 
that managing a military unit was very similar to managing a private com-
pany; that their experience and know-how was easily translated to the 
requirements of the military service; and that the aims, policies and 
practices involved in running a military establishment did not differ 
greatly from those to which they had become accustomed in private life. 
The contribution of these men to the Army and the ultimate vic-
tory is immeasurable. They assisted in the build-up of the Army from a 
6. 
strength of 174,079 officers and men in July, 1939 to over 8 million in 
1945. They helped build up the Army Air Force from an organization con-
sisting of a few hundred planes and pilots to one which provided 50,000 
new planes, 30,000 pilots, 10,000 bombardiers and navigators and 100,000 
mechanics and technicians per year , Their aid to the build-up of the 
United States Navy was no doubt also significant. Of their contributions 
to the Army, the Chief of Staff stated 
1 
these reserve officers constituted the principal available 
asset which we possessed at this time. Without their as-
sistance the program could not have been carried out except 
in a superficial manner. 
Today, the country is faced with a new but similar situation, 
one in which many thousands of military executives are seeking to make a 
transition from a military career to a career in private industry. Al-
through the problem on the surface would appear to be merely the reverse 
of that experienced during World War II, many of these officers are find-
ing the transition very difficult, some impossible. This fact was substan-
tiated in a study conducted for the Senate Armed Services Committee by a 
* University of Michigan Study Group headed by Doctor Carl H. Fischer, 
Professor of Actuarial Nathematics and Insurance . 
* In addition to Doctor Fischer, members of the University Committe in-
cluded Doctors Dallas L. Jones, Associate Professor of Industrial Relations; 
William Haber, Professor of Economics; Morris Janowitz, Professor of Socio-
logy; Paul W. McCracken, Professor of Business Conditions; Fred C. Munson, 
Assistant Professor of Industrial Relations; and Frank H. Reynolds, Associ-
ate Professor of Public Health Practice. Doctor Gerald Gurin, Assistant 
Program Director of the University's Survey Research Center, served as Con-
sultant to the Committee. 
7 
This non-governmental group investigated the military retired pay system 
and certain related subjects. The final report of this group was presented 
to the Senate Committee on 6 July 1961. 
In order to determine the economic position of retired officers, 
the Michigan group conducted a survey of officers from the three military 
* services who had retired during the five-year period 1955-1960. Their 
findings revealed that 66 per cent were employed full time, 10 per cent 
were emp~oyed part-time, and 3 per cent were students. The remaining 21 
per cent were without employment. Only a small portion of the unemployed 
were so because of age, the majority being in their late forties or early 
fifties. Of this latter group, the committee stated: 
2 
In a country such as ours, where work is the focus of 
a man's identity and self-respect, unemployment is 
serious even f or those who are managing on their re-
tirement income and have not even attempted to get 
work. In spite of economic comfort, we can assume 
that almost all men in their forties and fifties would 
want to work if they had a chance for a meaningful job, 
and that when they are not working or not even trying 
to find work, it is because they do not see the possi-
bility of obtaining such a job. 
When asked to indicate the type of work in which they are now 
engaged, those officers who were employed reported as indicated in Table 
I. 
Table II reflects the earnings of these officers in their civi-
lian occupations. 
* The survey involved a sample of 4,257 officers selected at random. 
TYPE 
TABLE I 
Type of Work in Which Retired Military Executives Are 
Now Engaged 
Operate their own business 
Personnel 
Sales 
Engineering 
Professional and Technical 
Managers and Officials 
Clerical Workers 
Skilled Workers; Foremen 
Semi- skilled Workers and Unskilled Workers 
Service Workers 
Farmers 
Work in Federal Government 
Work in State Government 
Work in Local Government 
College Teaching 
Public School or Private School Teaching 
Doctor, Dentist or Lawyer 
Not employed or students 
Not ascertained or more than one job 
TOTAL 
Source: The University of Michigan Study Committee 
Senate Armed Services Committee dated July 
Per Cent 
5 
1 
11 
8 
4 
5 
4 
3 
1 
2 
1 
12 
3 
3 
1 
3 
1 
24 
8 
100 
Report to 
6, 1961 . 
8 
of Total 
the 
TABLE II 
Present Earnings of Retired Military Executives Who Left The Service 
During the Period 1955- 1960 and Who Are Now Working Full Time 
Per Cent of Total 
Yearly Earnings Full Time Workers 
Under $2,000 3 
$2,000 to $4,000 18 
$4,000 to $6,000 34 
$6,000 to $8,000 22 
$8,000 to $10,000 11 
$10,000 to $12,000 5 
$12,000 to $15,000 3 
$15,000 and over 3 
Not ascertained 1 
TOTAL 100 
Source: The University of Michigan Study Committee Report to the 
Senate Armed Services Committee dated July 6, 1961 . 
9 
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During the latter part of their service, most of these officers 
performed duties analogous to executive assistants or middle managers in 
industry . Yet, the table reveals that the median salary of retired mili-
tary executives is less than $6,000 per year . Compared to this, W. M. 
3 Kiplinger reports that the average middle ranking business executive 
earns from $12,000 to $18,000 per year or from 2 to 3 times as much as 
the average retired military executive . 
4 Also, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that a private 
survey revealed that the average annual salary of a business school gra-
duate after only 5 years was $7,600 or more than 25% higher than that of 
these officers with at least four times as much experience. 
Other Aspects of the Problem 
It is also rather ironic that at the same time most military 
executives are seeking to overcome the problems of changing their careers, 
certain legislators have compounded these problems by presenting an inac-
curate picture of the circumstances under which they retired and of their 
present economic condition. The questions concerning military retirements 
and the utlization of retired military personnel which were raised by 
these legislators during the hearings on the Department of Defense Appropri-
ations for 1962 before the Senate Sub-Committee of the Committee on Appro-
priations can only make it more difficult for military retirees who are 
seeking their place in civilian society. 
These legislators were particularly concerned about the rising 
costs of military retirements as indicated by the following extracts of 
11 
of the report on the hearings . 
During the questioning on April 21, 1961, the following exchanges 
took place among Mr . Hitch, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), 
Senator Dworshak of Idaho, and Senator Ellender of Louisiana. 
5 
Senator Dworshak. Mr . Hitch, this $920 million figure for 
1962 compares with what figure for 1961 this year? 
Mr . Hitch. It is rising rapidly . 
Senator Dworshak. That seems to be a very big jump if you 
will give us that figure precisely. 
Mr. Hitch. $790 million . 
Senator Dworshak. $790 million this year, and $920 million 
next year? 
Mr . Hitch . Yes, sir. 
Senator Dworshak . That is a big increase . 
Senator Ellender . If ~were young, I would join the Navy, 
Army or the Air Force • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Senator Ellender. What is causing so much retirement? Are 
you forcing it, or is it done voluntarily by those who have 
served the required years? 
Mr. Hitch . My impression is that it is not f orced . That 
it is an increase in voluntary retirement.** 
Senator Ellender. What are the age requirements for retire-
ment ? 
~tr. Hitch . Twenty years' service is the period after which 
they may retire . 
Senator Ellender . Do they have to wait until they are a 
certain age? 
Mr. Hitch . No, sir. 
* It must be stated at this point that this is the main purpose of 
present retirement policies of the military services; namely, it is 
to influence young men to consider the military service as a career. 
** Mr. Hitch's answer is true. The retirements are voluntary ; however, 
they are also forced in that present policies of some of the services 
are to advise reserve officers for example that if they do not retire 
voluntarily within 30 days after they become eligi ble, t hey will be 
separated 30 days later. The reason for this policy is to prevent 
any possibility of misconstruing the circumstances surrounding the 
officer's release, This fact will be discussed further. 
Senator Ellender. You are an exception . l-Ie have to wait 
until we are almost dead before we get outs . 
Mr . Hitch. I am not an exception, sir . 
Senator Ellender . I am wondering why we do not apply the 
same yardstick to the military . 
Mr . Hi tch . Because this i s the way the legislation reads, 
sir . 
Senator Ellender. You are correct, Mr. Hitch, the fault 
lies with Congress . It passed the laws . Neverthehss 
the increase in retirement pay from $43 million in 1937 
when I first came to Congress, to $2 billion by 1972 is 
to me unconscionable . 
In respect to Senator Ell ender's remarks relative to military 
retirements reference to a Special Senate Subcommittee report* made in 
1911 would appear to be in order . The findings of this subcommittee were 
reported by Tom Wuriu in the Register . Excer~ of the Committee's report 
follm11: 
6 
The State demands from the individual who enters the military 
or naval service the surrender of many rights and privileges 
of which the individual entering the civil service is not de-
prived. First, the State requires a definite term of service, 
all of the best years of his life in the case of the Officer •• • 
The State reserves the right of dismissing the individual when 
his most useful years are past. It is not only desirable but 
absolutely imperative if an Army or Navy is to be maintained 
at a high standard of efficiency that the personnel be composed 
of men in the prime of l ife . 
While in the service, the indivi~al is, theoretically at least, 
under orders constantly, not seven hours a day, but 24 • •• • • His 
personal liberty is constantly curtailed, even his apparel, 
speech and manners being subject to scrutiny and criticism 
such as would not be endured by members of the civil service . 
His pay is supposed to be sufficient for his needs, but in the 
case of neither officer nor private is it sufficient in itself 
to be an inducement to enter the Army or Navy . 
Finally, in the case of v1ar, he must go into battle and give 
his life, if necessary, for the State. In return for his re-
nunciation of personal liberty, his willingness to defend the 
*U.S. Congress; Senate;Subcommittee Report on Civil Service Retirement, 
6lst Congress, Third Session, Jan . 10, 1911. 
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State with his life, and the forfeiture of his chance to 
provide for his old age by some other means, the State 
agrees to grant him a pension when he reaches the age of 
retirement ••••• 
The civil servant, on the other hand, makes no agreement 
on taking office to be subject to military discipline or 
to risk his life and limb in time of war. His duties are 
seldom of a hazardous nature. The regulations to which he 
is obliged to conform are usually what would be customary 
in an ordinary business office and no more. 
13 
Since the above are the recorded findings of members of the same 
body of which Senator Ellender is a member, it would appear that his re-
marks were inappropriate. 
Again, on the 27th of April 1961 while questioning Lt. General 
Russell L. Vittrup, the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, United States 
Army, and Major General Charles B. Duff, Director, Army Budget, the fol -
lowing exchange relative to the number of retirees took place. 
7 
Senator Dworshak. We got the impression, or at least I 
did--! had better speak for myself--that there seems to 
be a stimulant at some point for retirement because of 
the higher retirement rates based upon the higher pay and 
salary rates. 
General Vittrup. Well, sir, on this retirement problem 
I might make a remark on that--
Senator Dworshak . Was I in error when I got that impres-
sion? 
General Vittrup. We are now coming to that twenty-year 
period. You see, that is 1961; 1941 has a particular 
significance in what went on. The period from 1941 to 
1945 we had a very large number of people who came in. 
We are reaching that twenty-year point now . Of course, 
we long expected our retirements would increase when the 
officers and men who entered on active duty during World 
War II reached their retirement eligibility . 
Senator Dworshak . The minimum retirement requirements . 
General Vittrup. Yes, sir, to a degree. 
Senator Dworshak. Aren 1 t you defeating then the very 
object of the pay raise which was to encourage the per-
sonnel to remain for longer periods in service? 
General Vittrup. This thing has several facets, sir. I 
am trying to give you a perfectly straightforward answer. 
It has several facets. Yes, we want to keep people 
in. We also want to have an incentive for those people 
who remain. So far as the officer personnel are con-
cerned, some people who came in in 1941, 1942, 1943 are 
now in the grades of probably Major and Lieutenant Colonel. 
As we go on up the line, so to speak, we have authority 
granted by the Congress, for 29,600 Captains, 15,600 
Majors, 11,260 Lieutenant Colonels, 4,752 Colonels, and 
475 Generals . So as y9u go up the line, everybody who was 
a Lieutenant Colonel can't be a Colonel, and everybody who 
is a Colonel can't be a General. So somewhere along the 
line you have to have a certain amount of attrition in or-
der to keep this thing in what some of the economic experts 
call a healthy situation by incentives and opportunity to 
get promoted. So a certain amount of attrition I believe 
is beneficial. We are keeping the people in their twenty 
years,but as they approach their twenty years, you begin to 
get a little fast competition here and everybody can't be a 
Colonel or a General. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Senator Chavez . I believe Senator Ellender referred to the 
fact that we appropriated in 1937 $43 million for retired 
pay . The figure this year in the bill before the sub- com-
mittee is $924 million. 
Senator Ellender . And next year, or the year after that, 
it will be a billion dollars . By 1972 it will be $2 billion. 
Senator Chavez . This seems to be an ominous trend, deserving 
of serious consideration by the sub- committee. 
General Duff . Mr. Chairman, may we include in the record at 
this point some additional discussion going back from 1937 
which Senator Ellender had suggested and bring up to date 
and then some discussion of the projections of the future- -
some narrative with regard to this, sir, in order to complete 
the record on t his ? 
Senator Chavez . Yes, I would appreciate it, General Buff . 
General Duff. Very well, sir. 
General Vittrup . As pertains to the Army only. Some of 
these figures mentioned here pertain to the whole of the re-
tirement problem of the Department of Defense, Senator 
Ellender. 
Senator El~ender. General, have you given thought to other 
methods to keep these men in the service? For instance, why 
should a retired officer be able to get his r etired pay and 
then go to work and collect t hat too? Have you thought of 
reducing his retirement pay if he obtains out side i ncome ? 
General Vittrup. Sir, this whole problem of conflict of in-
terest, employment of retired personnel and so on, is a 
rather complex problem which I think has been the subject of 
study by a number of committees here in Congress. 
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Senator Ellender . I do not see that it is so complex. If 
they want to leave the Army or the Air Force to better t hem-
selves, they certainly should not get their retired pay plus 
whatever they make on the outside . I would certainly come to 
that conclusion . That might be a way to stop some of this . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Then on June 8, 1961 the United States Navy was in turn ques-
15 
tioned on the subject of military retirements as indicated by t he following 
exchange between Senator Robertson of Virginia and Admiral Ralph K. James . 
8 
Senator Robertson. I am sure you do not have any requests 
to retire without pension. I am talking about those who 
will retire with pension and draw the pension and top flight 
pay in private industry. Are we getting our money's worth 
for the men we are training to be specialists in the govern-
ment service? 
Admiral James. In this group I represent, yes sir, without 
equivocation. 
It would appear from the above questions by the legislators that 
a great deal of elucidation is required to set forth the true status of 
the great majority of the retired military executives. If individuals 
such as these who are so close to the subject have so many misconceptions 
of the true situation, then the average layman can well be excused for his 
ignorance on the subject . In reply to the Senators' contention that the 
officers are retiring to get "top flight pay", the following comments of 
the Michigan Committee are set forth below: · 
9 
The evidence clearly indicates that retirement pay is 
essential to maintain the economic status of retired 
military personnel • .• Although a few individuals attain 
high incomes after leaving the service, the vast major-
ity do not ••• Military retirement benefits in part cons-
titute deferred pay . The Study Committee concluded 
that the present level of retirement benefits are 
essential to compensate officers and enlisted personnel 
for the costs involved in making a transition to civilian 
life. Thus, the rising costs of military retirement must 
be seen as deferred costs of World War II and the Korean 
conflict, and the present national security requirements . 
While a few officers are able to earn substantial salaries 
after retirement, our data reveal that for the bulk the 
deferred payment constitutes a real compensation for de-
creased earning power associated with making a career 
shift in mid-life . 
When reflecting upon the cost of military retirements, the 
legislators may well consider the words of Doctors Bernardo and Bacon, 
two military historians whose book on the subject contains the follow-
ing: 
10 
The tremendous cost of our military establishment is in-
deed a severe drain on the country's economy and in the 
course of years the cries of the purse conscious will 
fill the air. Economy is desirable and laudable but not 
at the expense of our national security . The country is 
faced with a unique situation in the Cold War, a position 
that calls for patience, fortitude, and the long vie~., . 
Victories may be few, sacrifices many, but the rewards 
great, if America retains her strength, courage and deter-
mination. The nation cannot afford to do less ••••• From 
Valley Forge to Antietam to Pusan, Americans have fought 
and died gallantly for their hearths and homes . In many 
instances their sacrifices and efforts have been com-
pounded by the failure of the nation to provide an ade-
quate military establishment. The United States has 
traditionally entered each war unprepared and emerged 
victorious. If America is again forced to take up arms 
unprepared, she may well lose the heritage for which so 
many have fought and died. 
The present incongruous situation has resulted in a number of 
16 
studies relative to military personnel policies in general and mandatory 
retirements in particular. The Army, Navy, Air Force JOURNAL ~-1hich has 
done a commendable job of keeping the public informed of the situation, 
reported under the title "Mandatory Retirement Policy Under Study" that: 
17 
11 
The Pentagon is examining present mandatory retirement 
policies. It's part of the military retirement system 
study ordered by Secretary of Defense McNamara . 
Senator Howard Cannon (D.-Nev.) told Secretary McNamara 
he is concerned about the fact that we have a provision 
in the law now that forces good people to retire at an 
age where they have, in my opinion, a very useful life 
left to the service and to our country . 
Secretary McNamara said that study is being given to that 
question as a part of the review of pay and personnel 
practices which is being conducted by Assistant Secretary 
of Defense Carlisle P. Runge . 
During the last several years, there has been increasing 
interest among members of the House and Senate in the 
problem of mandatory retirements in the Services . At 
present, there is a considerable lack of uniformity 
among the armed forces in this area. 
In respect to the success of present military personnel poli-
cies, the following comments of General Lemnizter, the Chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, were reported in the JOURNAL: 
12 
Since the privilege is an old and traditional one, you 
have to look for other factors contributing to this more 
rapid rate of retirement ••• The Cordiner legislation has 
been valuable in helping to retain highly skilled enlisted 
men and younger officers in the service. There isn't any 
doubt in my mind about what has been accomplished in that 
regard. 
In answer to a question by Senator Smith, Mr. Spence, Military 
Personnel Officer, Office of the Director of Personnel Planning, Depart-
ment of the Air Force, stated as follows : 
13 
Senator Smith. You would say, would you not, that the 
twenty-year provision had a great deal to do with bringing 
our younger men in for the twenty-year period? It was a 
real incentive to them? 
Mr . Spence. There is no question but that the twenty-
year retirement provision is a very great inducement to 
the man at the seven or eight year period in his service. 
He can see twenty years but not thirty years . We are 
talking principally about officers here, but in the en-
listed area there is no question that the principal in-
centive we have for our enlisted personnel today is that 
at twenty years they can exercise an option to retire . 
18 
Further, in this respect, additional conclusions of the Michigan 
Study Group which were included in the report to the Senate Committee are 
the following: 
14 
Retention - The retirement system is a key element in the 
retention of both officers and enlisted men . The retire-
ment benefits loom large in the military profession which 
does not offer lifetime employment. On the one hand, the 
Study Committee found no evidence that the retirement sys-
tem forces the services to retain unsuited personnel . On 
the other hand, the Committee became aware that the mili-
tary retirement pension was not and could not be competi-
tive with private industry for officers with outstanding 
administrative and technical specialties. Such officers 
had to be motivated more by considerations of public ser-
vice . 
Retention of Long-Term Officers - The cost and t he effec-
tiveness of the military retirement system cannot be sepa-
rated from the personnel and promotion system of the armed 
forces which is designed to maintain a flow of young of-
ficers through the rank system in order to meet basic mili-
tary and leadership needs . The system of early retirement, 
twenty years' service as the typical career with smaller 
numbers being retained for thirty, is recognized as being 
vital to maintaining a promotion and an incentive system. 
In view of these statements, it would appear then that the mili-
tary services will continue to retire large numbers of officers each year. 
But, one may ask, "l-lhat about the present build- up of the Army to meet 
the Berlin crisis?" Already there are rumblings t hat t he present build-up 
to 3 million men for 1962 will be followed by a cut-back in 1963 . Such a 
19 
policy only serves to cause a temporary decrease in retirements to be made 
up by a substantial increase at some future date . These dips and peaks 
can only aggrevate the situation by throwing military retirees on the civi-
lian labor market in large numbers, especially if it happens during a re-
cessionary period. 
Another aspect of the proble~one probably not so apparent, is 
the following. Throughout our history a career as an officer in the armed 
forces has been considered a highly desirable profession. Therefore, a 
commission in the military services has been much sought after by young 
Americans from all levels of society. Unfortunately, the present situ-
ation, if allowed to continue, could serve to cause irreparable damage to 
this important and honorable profession. This fact was spelled out in the 
Summary Report of a conference on this subject held in Washington, D. C. 
during the Spring of 1960 prepared by Albert D. Bideman which contained 
the following: 
15 
•• ••• if great numbers of retired personnel have to accept 
civilian employment in jobs of low pay and prestige, this 
may have important negative consequences for the morale, 
the public image, and the recruiting ability of the armed 
forces ••••• 
The highly publicized cases of top level military personnel who 
have received and accepted important positions in private industry has 
resulted in their being identified as typical by the general public . t~en 
the American people discover that more and more military executives are 
working in such unexpected places as department stores, hardware stores and 
gasoline service stations as ordinary clerks or attendants, their image of 
the typical retiree will no doubt change . A career as an officer in the 
20 
military services will no longer be considered so desirable or be so 
sought after . 
The problem as seen by the conferees was as set forth below: 
16 
From information presented at the Conference, it was es-
tablished that the prospective growth of the retired mili-
tary population of the United States (and of other countries) 
is a development of considerable consequence for the nation, 
and for certain institutions that will experience its impact 
most directly. It was also the general opinion of the con-
ferees that the transition from military to civilian roles 
will present problems for a significant proportion of those 
completing military careers, although sufficient information 
was not available to make any forecasts concerning the ex-
tensiveness and gravity of these problems of adaptation. 
The potential contributions ~ t he reti red military popula-
tion to the economic and civic life of the nation were re-
garded as great . A number of possible obstacles were fore -
seen, however, that might hinder or preclude entirely the 
assumption by retired military personnel of those roles in 
aivilian society in which they could function most construc-
tively . 
Since most Americans are not aware of the present economic sta-
tus of the men who were the leaders of their combat forces during time of 
war, it is believed that a revelation of their true circumstances may serve 
a good purpose . 
This thesis will therefore attempt to correct the paradoxical 
situation in relation to the status of the retired military executive pre-
valent today . It will expose the many problems connected with his obtain-
ing a position with the government and in private industry. It is hoped 
that the revelation of these facts will serve to change the present public 
image of the typical retiree, and that some improvement in this respect 
can be effected . Only in this manner can the military profession remain 
the honorable and sought after profession which it once was . Only in this 
manner can the military services retain the high caliber individuals 
which this country must have if it is to remain the leader of the free 
world . For as Bernardo and Bacon state in their book: 
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Today, the United States has a far flung defensive 
system. Never before has diplomacy given America so 
many serious commitments and it must be kept in mind 
that military policy, and its strategic planning is 
not separate and distinct from f oreign poli cy . Both 
the State and Defense Departments must work closely 
together and the military can not be weakened without 
correspondingly lessening the effects of our diplo-
macy . 
A look into the past provides us with examples which indicat e 
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the result of a reduction in the status of the military profession on the 
effectiveness of a nation ' s military forces . The Roman, B~zantine and 
Spanish empires fell largely as a result of the distaste of the upper 
classes for a military career. Their young men sought more lucrat ive 
careers in the exploitation of the colonies won by their soldier or sailor 
fathers. The protection of these colonies was lef~ to a large extent,to 
poorly led military units which could not meet the challenge of those that 
rose up against them. 
If a career in the military services of this country ceases to 
be attractive to our young men, America may well suffer the fate of the 
classical empires . It would serve us better to learn from the lessons of 
history and maintain the status of a professional military career in the 
U. S. military establishment . We must not permit it to deteriorate due to 
lack of knowledge . 
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CHAPTER II 
THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM 
The Cause 
Prior to World War II, the military retirement laws pertained 
almost entirely to regular personnel who made up nearly all of the active 
duty military force. The minimum tour of duty for an Army officer was 
thirty years, after which time he could retire with a pension of three-
quarters of his base pay. These Regulars looked forward to a lifetime of 
military service and most served from thirty-five to forty years before 
·~o ~ 
retirement. Many stayed in un~until they died. 
Usually, when they retired their children had completed their 
educations. Their obligations were small and they could live comfortably 
on their pensions . Therefore, military officers were unconcerned about 
civilian employment after retirement from the service. Moreover, the 
skills they had learned while in the service were not easily transferable 
to the requirements of civilian life. 
In 1916 the Navy introduced a policy of a limited promotion 
attrition to provide for the elimination of a planned percentage of regu-
lar Navy commissioned officers at each successive promotion level. The 
Navy Personnel Act of that year provided that regular Navy officers who 
failed to meet prescribed promotion criteria at the end of stated terms 
of service were separated, or if eligible, were retired. Also, the Navy 
at that time abandoned the traditional promotion-by-seniority policy and 
adopted in its place a "best fitted" system. However, the Navy previous 
to World War II was so small that the number of officers leaving the ser-
vice each year was not significant. 
Unlike most European countries, the number of retired military 
personnel on the American scene have been few in number . They made no 
significant impression on the average American. Also, unlike most Euro-
pean countries, no attempt was made or was needed to assist them in 
finding their place in the civilian society once they left the military 
service. 
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However, since World War II, the United States' new status as 
the leader of the Free World has resulted in significant changes occurring 
in its military policies. The Cold War has made it necessary for the 
United States to maintain a peacetime military establishment much larger 
than in previous periods. 
For the first time in its history, the United States required 
large numbers of military executives to staff, direct, and control the 
mil itary units stationed throughout the world . A large portion of these 
military executives were non-regular personnel who remained in the service 
on a career basis . One may ask since these reservists were needed, why 
not integrate them into the regular establishment? Many of them were. 
However, since the number of regular officers is strictly limited by Con-
gress, only a specified number could be integrated . Also, since the size 
of the military establishment, especially that of the Army, fluctuated 
greatly, it was much easier, when it became necessary, to eliminate non-
regular officers than regular officers . So it was desirable in this res-
pect to retain a large active reserve . This fact made the reservists' 
position rather tenuous . The fact that so many remained on active duty 
is an indication of their dedication to the service. 
Since World War II, the personnel requirements of the Army and 
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its off-spring the Air Force made it necessary that these two services re-
evaluated their traditional military personnel policies . Many studies 
were made, the most important of which was that made by the Cordiner Com-
* mittee. Many of the recommendations of this Committee were included in 
** the Officer Personnel Act of 1947 and the Military Pay Act of 1948. 
In respect to the regular officers an 11up and out" policy simi-
lar to that of the Navy was adopted . The traditional policy of promotion-
by- seniority was dropped. Those officers failing to meet promotion cri-
teria were eliminated, or if eligible were forced to retire . As the of-
ficers advanced in rank and the numbers of officers authorized in the next 
higher level became smaller, many fine and competent officers were required 
to leave the service . Since only 4,752 of the Army ' s 11,260 Lt. Colonels 
could be selected for promotion to the rank of Colonel, and only 475 of 
the Colonels could achieve the rank of General , the officers at these 
levels were especially vulnerable to early separation. Therefore, the 
fact that an officer is released can not be considered a reflection on his 
competence and efficiency . 
In respect to the many reservists who were on active duty, the 
"'*"/: Personnel Act provided for a t\-lenty- year retirement at a reduced re-
tired pay of one-half of the base pay for the rank held . This early re-
tirement served two purposes; one, it encouraged the continued service of 
young and capable officers and two, it provided another means of maintain-
ing a vigorous and dynamic corps of officers . No additional legislation 
* U.S. Dept . of Defense: Modern Concepts of Manp~-1er Management and Com-
pensation for Personnel of Uniformed Services, Washington, D.C . G.P . O,l957 . 
** Nm-1 codified in Title 10, U. S . Code. 
*** Previous to this Act reserve officers could be retired for disability 
only,under the Act of 1939 . 
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was required to e l iminate reserve officers who failed to meet promotion 
criteria or other prescribed standards . Unlike the Regulars, these of-
ficers could be released by the services at any time . The many cut- backs 
in the forces s i nce World War II made it necessary that many competent 
reservists be released, especially in the Army. Those that were retained 
long enough to meet the 20 year retirement qualification was a reflection 
on their abilities . 
Since the passage of the Act of 1948, the Army had made it man-
datory for all but a handful of its career reservists to retire upon com-
pletion of twenty years of active duty. Only those needed and difficult 
to replace technical specialists were retained beyond that period and then 
only on a year- to- year basis. The Air Force has recently adopted a simi-
lar policy . The Navy has always followed such a policy. 
As a result of the enlarged military establishQent and the re-
vised personnel policies of the services, large numbers of retired mili-
tary executives are appearing on the American scene . Unlike their pre-
decessors, the great majority of these officers are merely changing car-
eers. For economic reasons it is necessary that these officers obtain 
civilian empl oyment to supplement their retirement pay. H~1ever, since 
World War II the emphasis in the military services has been on managerial 
and technical skills . This fact indicates that these officers' experience 
should be more easily transferrable and that they should be capable of 
making significant contributions to civilian life . 
~1any agencies have come to their assistance . Among these are 
the Retired Officers Association which maintains an Employment Clearing 
House and the Army, Navy, Air Force Register which maintains an Employment 
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Assistance Center to assist retirees in making the transition to civilian 
life . 
The Scope 
We have considered the cause; now let us turn our attention to 
the scope of the problem. In the previous section we discussed the build-
up of the armed forces during World War II. This build- up amounted to an 
increase from a total pre-war strength of 350,000 to 400,000 to a strength 
in excess of 12 million during a period of 5 years. World conditions 
since the war have made it necessary to maintain a military force far in 
excess of that maintained prior to the war. This total force fluctuated 
between 1.3 and 3 . 6 million and averaged 2.5 million men and women in all 
the services . 
The inevitable result of this increase in military strength is 
a larger number of personnel on the retired rolls . The large increases 
in the number of retirements which will be experienced during the period 
1961-65 are a result of those individuals who entered the service during 
the World War II build- up, remained with the armed forces after the war 
to serve the nation in occupation duties and in Korea, and recently at-
tained eligibility for retirement . 
The relationship of the total number of retired officers during 
the five- year period 1937 to 1941 to that of the period 1958 to 1962 is 
portrayed on Table III . 
Estimates of the total number of retired military personnel, 
officers and enlisted, by 1980 run as high as 1 million or more . It is 
evident therefore that the retired military person will become an in-
creasingly important segment of American society. For the first time in 
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TABLE III 
* TOTAL NUMBER OF RETIRED OFFICERS BY YEAR 
YEAR TOTAL YEARLY NET INCREASE 
1937 7,660 
1938 8,036 376 
1939 8,406 370 
1940 8, 913 507 
1941 9,203 290 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1958 106,334 7,757 
1959 113, 041 6, 707 
1960 120,979 7,938 
1961 135,679 14,690 (estimated) 
1962 150,143 14,464 (estimated) 
(Source: Report of Hearings Befor e the Subcommittee of the Committee 
on Appropriations United States Senate, Eighty- Seventh Congress, 
First Session . ) 
* Figures are as of June 30th each year and include officers of all 
services Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps. 
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in its history, the United States will have a large number of retired 
military individuals on the American scene. It ~vould appear therefore 
to be to the mutual benefit of all to learn more about these individuals 
in order that they may become assimilated as easily as possible. 
Let us next consider the type of individuals who are being re-
tired . Table IV reflects the Army 's estimate of its losses by type dur-
ing fiscal year 1962 . 
TABLE IV 
U • S • ARMY OFFICERS 
ESTIMATED LOSSES BY TYPE, FISCAL YEAR 1962 
TYPE Estimated Number 
1. Regular Army, mandatory retirement . 483 
2. Regular Army, voluntary retirement . 308 
3. Regular Army, disability 90 
4 . Regular Army, resignation . 347 
5. Regular Army, miscellaneous 196 
6 . Other than Regular Army, mandatory release 
from active duty 3,420 
7. Completed obligated tour 5,135 
8. Voluntary release from active duty • 733 
9 . Other miscellaneous 1,188 
TOTAL~' 11,900 
(Source: Report of Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Appropriations 
United States Senate, Eighty- seventh Congress, First Session.) 
Analysis of these losses will reveal conclusively that the large 
majority of Army officers are not leaving the service voluntarily to ob-
tain lucrative positions in industry or in the government. Type 1 and 6 
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indicate those officers who will be released under the mandatory policies 
of the Army, a total of 4,903. Types 2 and 8 are those who will be re-
leased voluntarily or a total of 1,041. These facts indicate that almost 
five times as many officers will be forced to retire or will be separated 
from the Army voluntarily . The remaining 5,956 includes ROTC graduates 
completing their military obligations, professional personnel such as 
doctors and dentists , those being retired for d~bility, deaths and so 
f orth. By far the larger number of retirements (3, 420) will be mandatory 
retirements of other than regular Army officers (Active Duty Reserve Of-
ficers) who will have completed twenty years of active duty during fiscal 
year 1962. 
The difference between the total number of officer retirements 
estimated for 1962 or 14,464 and the 5,956 estimated for the Army will be 
made up by the Navy, Air Force, and the Marine Corps. It is safe to as-
sume that the relationship of mandatory and voluntary retirements will be 
approximately the same as that for the Army or 5 to 1 . The number of re-
servists to be released by the Air Force is indicated by the following item 
appearing in the JOURNAL of 9 December 1961: 
18 AIR FORCE WILL FORCE RETIRE 1027 OFFICERS 
The latest Air Force continuation board has selected 
519 out of 1,546 reserve officers considered for re-
tention on active duty beyond 20 years . 
The 1,027 officers selected for separation by the 
Central 20-10 Board, FY 63~2, will be retired between 
September, 1963 and February 1963. Also scheduled 
for retirement during the same period are 263 Re-
servists who volunteered for release. 
The 519 officers chosen for retention will remain 
on active duty for two years . They will be con-
sidered by another 20-10 board before the end of 
the two-year period, USAF Headquarters reports. 
,Air Force officers have emphasized that the current 
build-up will not interfere with the long-range 
vitalization programs. 
The Duration 
In the previous section we indicated t he scope of the problem; 
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we will now consider the probable duration. United States military poli-
cies since World War II have been to concentrate on a massive retaliatory 
force armed with nuclear weapons . This force, it was expected, would de-
ter a potential enemy from initiating any overt, hostile action against 
this country . Such a policy was readily accepted by the United States, 
especially by the Congressional leaders of the period, because of its de-
creased demand on the human and monetary resources of the country. Con-
ventional combat forces of the Army and Navy were cut to the bone over the 
protests of the leaders of these two services . The maj or portion of this 
country's military budgets were allocated to the Air Force retaliatory 
units. The country was getting prepared for a push-button type of war 
which would reply to any overt act by a hostile nation by whipping that 
country off the face of the earth. 
The folly of such a policy was indicated by events in Korea, 
Lebanon, Taiwan, and Indo-China. These actions established the necessity 
for a dual capability which included strong conventional combat forces in-
being. Events in Berlin have further indicated the importance of an ade-
quate conventional combat force in-being within the military establishment . 
The Army was increased from 11 combat-ready divisions to 14 with 
a further increase to 16 by use of two National Guard Divisions . Present 
indications are that the regular Army establishment will be increased to 
16 divisions to permit release of the personnel in the two Guard Divisions 
whose call to active duty resulted in so much hardship to so many . 
The conventional combat units of the Navy and Air Force have 
also been expanded . These actions required an increase of the personnel 
strengths of these two services as well as that of the Army . 
No one can predict when, if ever, the present Cold War will 
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come to a satisfactory conclusion . Also, it is safe to assume that this 
country will not unleash its retaliatory force to put out a brush fire 
war in a country such as Laos or Viet - Nam. Therefore, these facts would 
indicate that a large number of personnel will be required to man the con-
ventional combat forces for the foreseeable future. Consequently, the 
number of retired military executives on the American scene will continue 
to increase and the problems involved in the assimilation of these indi-
viduals will not be of a temporary nature, but will be with us indefinite-
ly . 
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CHAPTER III 
THE TYPICAL RETIRED MILITARY EXECUTIVE 
His Age 
We have indicated that the majority of officers will be retired 
after completion of twenty years of active service. The study report by 
the University of ~tichigan Group recommended that such a policy should be 
continued . Only proportionately small numbers of personnel will be re-
tained until thirty years or beyond. 
Many of these officers will have entered the service after com-
pletion of college . Assuming then that they are twenty-four years old 
when they enter the service, they will be forty- four years old when they 
retire. Within this age group will also fall the graduates of the service 
academies who will elect to retire after completion of the minimum length 
of service requirements. However, many of these will no doubt continue in 
service for at least a few more years to take advantage of increased re-
tirement benefits. 
On the other hand, many officers will continue to come from 
Officer Candidate Schools. These officers will be eligible for retirement 
at an even earlier age. A large portion of those presently retiring are 
individuals in this category as indicated by the following comments inclu-
ded in the report on the military appropriation hearings: 
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Commissioning of enlisted personnel -
During World War II and the Korean conflict an excellent 
source of officer material was found among the enlisted 
personnel. As a result, a large number were commissioned 
and served honorably in their higher ranks. These indi-
viduals are rightfully entitled to the same retirement 
benefits as those officers commissioned from other sources. 
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Many of these former enlisted men were retired for physical 
disability reasons during World War II and the Korean con-
flict, others have remained on active duty in t heir co~ 
missioned ranks and still others , at the conclusion of hos-
tilities, reverted to their enl isted status and continued 
on active duty . These latter two groups are now attaining 
eligibil ity for retirement and exercising their right to 
retired pay in the· highest connnissioned grade satisfactorily 
held . 
In addition to the above two categories are the mandatory and 
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voluntary retirements of officers from the regular components of all three 
services after completion of thirty years of service. 
The retirement age of the officers retired from all services 
during the period 1955- 1960 is indicated on Table V below. 
TABLE V 
RETIREMENT AGE OF OFFICERS EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL 
Age at Retirement Per Cent of Total 
Less than 40 years old 15 
40 - 42 18 
43 - 45 18 
46 
- 48 16 
49 - 51 12 
52 - 54 10 
55 - 57 6 
58 - 60 2 
Over 60 years old 2 
Not ascertained 1 
100 
(Source: The University of Michigan Study Committee Report to the Senate 
Armed Services Committee dated July 6, 1961.) 
His Rank 
Present promotion policies in the military services are such 
that after twenty years of service, officers will have attained the rank 
of Major or Lieutenant Colonel, or Lieutenant Commander or Commander in 
* the Navy. The survey conducted by the University of Michigan group in-
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dicated that 48 per cent of the retired officers were in this rank group . 
The number achieving the higher rank was exactly equal to the lower,or 
24 per cent were Majors or Lieutenant Commanders and 24 per cent were 
Lieutenant Colonels or Commanders. 
Those officers retained after twenty years will normally at-
tain the rank of Colonel or Navy Captain . These officers will be much 
smaller in number and will consist almost wholly of those from the regu-
lar components . An even smaller number will achieve the rank of General 
or Admiral. 
Of the officers surveyed by the University of Michigan group, 
the number of years service prior to retirement is as indicated in Table 
VI . 
The length of service is important to the individual since it 
determines the amount of his retired pay which can make a significant 
difference in this respect as we will see later. 
* As stated previously, officers who do not meet promotion qualifica-
tions at lower ranks are separated before retirement. 
TABLE VI 
LENGTH OF SERVICE OF OFFICERS OF ALL SERVICES RETIRED DURING PERIOD 
1955-1960 EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL 
Years of Service Per Cent of Total 
* Less than 20 9 
20 25 
21-24 30 
25 4 
26- 29 14 
30 9 
More than 30 9 
100 
(Source: The University of Michigan Study Committee Report to the 
Senate Armed Services Committee dated July 6, 1961 . ) 
* Those who retired with less than 20 years of service were for dis -
ability only. 
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His Income 
Since, as we have seen, many military officers will be retired 
after completing only twenty years of service, their retired pay will be 
computed at fifty per cent of their base pay . It would be appropriate 
at this point to explain what is meant by base pay . Base pay is the pay 
of the particular rank of the individual. Under certain circumstances 
he receives additional compensation in the form of allowances but he re-
ceives this pay only while on active duty and it is not included when 
computing his retired pay . 
Allowances are monies paid to the individual to cover food ex-
penditures for himself and his family if he is married and a somewhat 
* smaller amount to pay for his own food if he is unmarried . Additional 
monies are paid to compensate him for rent paid when military quarters 
are not available to him. These allowances amount to approximately 
$185 per month for officers of the rank of Lieutenant Colonel or Colonel 
in the Army and Air Force and Commander and Captain in the Navy. 
Service beyond the twenty- year period entitles the retiree to 
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an additional 2~% per year until the maximum of 75% of base pay is reached . 
Although service beyond thirty years does not entitle him to an additional 
increase in retirement pay, many dedicated individuals have served for 
considerably longer periods. It is evident then that these individuals 
are working for approximately 25% of their pay, but if pay were the only 
consideration, most of them would have sought more lucrative careers. 
* It is a little known fact that commissioned personnel traditionally 
must pay for their food even while in combat . 
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By way of example, let us consider the pay of a typical twenty-
year retiree who has attained the rank of Lieutenant Colonel. The base 
pay of that grade is $745 per month or $8,940 per year. Upon retirement 
at twenty years, he receives fifty per cent of his base pay or $372.50 
per month or approximately $85 per week. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics reported that the average factory worker in the U.S. during 
November, 1961 earned $95 per week, or $10 more than the retired Lieute-
nant Colonel with twenty years of service. 
If he were retained in the service, he would receive a raise 
in base pay after twenty-two years service which would be the last raise 
for that rank. The individual that retired with that length of service 
would then receive 55% of $775, the new base pay. ~is retired pay would 
then be $426.25 per month or an increase of $53.75 per month . This fact 
would indicate that it would be much wiser,if possible,to remain in the 
service than to leave immediately after becoming eligible. The difference 
becomes even more significant when additional years are added and when 
the individual receives a promotion to the next higher rank. 
It is this fact that is being overlooked by the legislators who 
are concerned about early retirements and the costs connected therewith. 
If one considers the number of years after retirement that a twenty and 
thirty year retired individual will normal ly receive retired pay and 
multiply it by the pay received by each, it will soon become clear why 
the military services are forc ing retirements at twenty years rather than 
permitting them to remain until they have reached thirty. Not only does 
such a policy maintain a dynamic promotion system, but at the same time 
permits the military services to keep costs at a minimum. 
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By way of example, let us consider the difference in total 
amount of retired pay paid to an officer who retires at twenty years with 
the rank of Lieutenant Colonel and the same individual if he were retained 
by the service for ten more years during which time he received one pro-
motion to Colonel . In the first case he would receive $372 . 50 per month 
or $4,470 per year . If he retired at age 45 and considering a life ex-
pectancy of 75 years, he would receive retired pay for 30 years or a total 
of $134,100 . In the second case he would receive $738.75 per month or 
$8,865 per year, but he would receive this larger amount for only 20 years. 
He would, however, receive a total of $177,300, or $43,200 more total re-
tired pay than he would if he left the service upon completion of twenty 
years of service . This fact would indicate that the military services, 
by their present mandatory retirement policies, are reducing the total 
retired pay that will be needed rather than increasing it. 
Now that we have considered his retired pay, let us turn our 
attention to its effect on the retired officers' standard of living once 
he is retired . The following article which appeared in The Register in-
dicates what happens to the average officer's income . 
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But how about the charge that the retirement system is 
making the pasture outside greener than the one inside? 
It simply is not true . 
The REGISTER has compiled these statistics to prove this 
point. 
Let us take the case of an 0-5 officer (Lieutenant Colonel, 
Commander). This officer with 20 years of service has an 
active duty pay of $11,156 . 16 annually including monthly 
basic pay, quarters allowance and subsistence. He pays an 
income tax of $1,162.12 on his basic pay, computed on the 
basis of four exemptions, with deductions of 10 per cent 
of pay, and assuming a joint return. That makes his net 
active duty pay $9,994.04. 
Civilian pay . The University of Michigan study said that 
the average pay of the retired officer is $6,000. Actually, 
this figure is probably high . 
But taking this figure and adding it to the $4,470 . , the 
officer receives in retired pay, we arrive at the total of 
$10,470 . Income tax amount of $1,475 . 40 and the net re-
tired pay including the civilian job pay is $8,994 . 60. 
So the 20-year officer when he retired loses $999 . 44 or 
nearly $1,000 a year although he combines his retired and 
active duty pay . 
Colonel . Using the same statistics, uprated one grade, 
it is probably that the average Colonel or Navy Captain 
will be out $1,560.96. 
This does not count the difficult period of readjustment 
wherein the retiree must find a civilian job and subsist 
on his retired pay alone . Sometimes this takes months. 
In addition, his children are most likely just entering 
college, usually the most expensive time in any family's 
life . 
These figures demonstrate clearly that it is definitely 
not the bed of roses on the outside that some of the 
legislators assume. 
Enlisted man . On the other hand, the statistics prove 
a different story for an enlisted man . 
An E- 7 with 20 years of service benefits by about $700 
by leaving the service . 
His Family 
As indicated in Table V, the majority of the retired officers 
will be in their middle or early forties, their children will still be 
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of school age . They will be about to enter college or already in college. 
The retired officer finds that the demands of his family are now at their 
greatest. His retired pay will provide the bare necessities i f he is 
willing to reduce his standard of living. However, his retired pay alone 
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certainly does not provide for the present high costs of a college edu-
cation for even one child . 
Tlie number of dependents of the officers surveyed by the Michi-
gan Group is indicated by Table VII. 
TABLE VII 
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS OF RETIRED OFFICERS AT TIME OF RETIREMENT EXPRESSED 
(Source: 
AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL 
Number of Dependents Per Cent of Total 
None 3 
One 29 
Two 22 
Three 24 
Four 12 
Five 6 
Six 3 
Seven 1 
Eight or more 
TOTAL: 100 
University of }tlchigan Study Committee Report to the Senate 
Armed Services Committee dated July 6, 1961 . ) 
From the above, it can be concluded that the typical officer had 
his wife and from 1 to 3 children still dependent upon him at the time of 
retirement, and 10% had more than 3 children . We have also previously 
noted that the average retired officer's income is reduced from that which 
he had while in the service . When one considers the fact that in most 
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cases he is no longer able to obtain military medical and dental services 
for himself and his family, the difference is increased further . As a 
result of these factors, the military executive finds, after leaving the 
service, that, contrary to the general American expectation of a con-
stantly improving standard of living, he must lower that of his family . 
Should his wife then be required to lower herstandard of liv-
ing? She has endured many hardships as the wife of a serviceman. She 
has spent many months alone; borne children without her husband being 
present. She has moved from place to place all over the world, making 
new friends , decorating one house after another, always knowing that be-
fore long the curtains and drapes she has worked-on must come down, be 
packed and made to fit another house. Surely, a serviceman's wife should 
not be required to make further sacrifices during the period of his re-
tirement. 
And what of his children, should they be denied the advantages 
of a college education because their father chose a military rather than 
a civilian career? Admissions to the service academies are so limited 
that only a small number can hope to take this path for a higher educa-
tion. 
His Ambitions 
The officers being retired today and during the next few years 
are those who were our military leaders during World War II and during 
the fighting in Korea. The caliber of these individuals is further at-
tested to by the fact that for twenty years or more they have survived 
and progressed in an occupation which demanded much from them, but pro-
vided little in the way of compensat ion; which required continuous re-
porting by their superiors on their character and performance, but 
offered little in the way of tangible incentives; which called for un-
questionable loyalty, but reciprocated by guaranteeing his position 
only until the next reduction•in-force. 
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Now, after attaining a level which would reflect his success, 
he is forced to begin again in a strange and unfriendly environment. He 
is ready, willing, and able to make a significant contribution in his new 
career . He seeks to make a similar achievement in civilian life to that 
which he made during his military career . All that he wants, all that he 
needs, all that he expects is a chance. 
Since most of these officers were retired in their early for-
ties, they reached adulthood during the great depression of the Thirties . 
Many were therefore forced to give up any thought of a higher education 
or to curtail it once started . This fact is indicated by the Michi gan 
survey which revealed that the average retired officer had two years of 
college education . Since they were denied this opportunity for t hemselves, 
many will be even more anxious that it be provided to their children . In 
order to achieve his objective, he will seek a second career which, in 
most cases, will be as long in number of years to his military career. 
A minority of retired officers will be in their middle f ifties 
and will have attained the rank of General or Admiral. What of t his lat-
ter group ? What are their ambitions ? Have they been content to live com-
fortably and quietly on their retired pay? In general the answer is no . 
Of this group the JOURNAL stated, " In a time of crisis, the 
armed forces and the nation are particularly fortunate in having available 
the services of a distinguished group of retired officers . " President 
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Kennedy has seen fit to appoint General Maxwell Taylor as his military 
advisor and General James Gavin as his Ambassador to France, but in ad-
dition to these, there are many others as indicated by the following item 
which also appeared in the JOURNAL under the heading "Retired Generals 
and Admirals Fill Key Assignments . " 
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General Lucius D. Clay, USA- Ret., is the Presi-
dent's Personal Representative in Berlin, where he 
had served on active duty at the time of the Berlin 
Airlift in 1948. 
A four-star Air Force officer, General Earle E. 
Partridge, who retired in 1959 as CinC of the North 
American Air Defense Command, has been named by Sec-
retary McNamara to direct a task force that is sur-
veying the communications system for command control 
of military forces . 
Here are other Army retired general officers who 
are in an active status: 
General Williston B. Palmer - Director of Mili-
tary Assistance, under Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(ISA) Paul B. Nitze . 
Lt. Gen . Lewis B. Hershey - Director of Selective 
Service. 
Lt. Gen . Thomas F . Hickey - Director of the Staff , 
Net Evaluation Subcommittee, National Security Council. 
Maj . Gen . RobertS. Moore- Special Assistant to 
DOD Comptroller Charles J. Hitch. 
Maj . Gen. Richard Steinbach- Chief, MAAG, Germany. 
Maj . Gen. Thomas North- Executive Director, 
Battle Monuments Commission . 
Brig. Gen . Andrew T. McAnsh - Ass istant Deputy Ad-
ministrator, Veterans Administration. 
In addition to Admiral Wright, other Navy retired 
admirals on active duty include: 
Admiral Donald B. Duncan - Governor, Naval Home, 
Philadelphia . 
VAdm. Felix L. Johnson - Chairman of the Naval Re-
serve Evaluation Board . 
VAdm. Burton B. Biggs - Director for Petroleum 
Logistics Policy, Office of Assistant Secretary of De-
fense (S&L) Thomas Morris. 
RAdm. Ernest M. Eller - Director of Naval History, 
Naval Operations and Curator for the Navy Department. 
Radm. George W. Calver - Physician to the Legislative 
Bodies of Congress . 
In addition to General Partridge, General Leon 
Johnson, USAF-Ret., a Medal of Honor winner, is ser-
ving at the Pentagon, General Johnson is Assistant to 
the Chairman of the Net Evaluation Subcommittee of OSD. 
General Partridge is serving in consultant status, 
General Johnson has been recalled to active duty. 
A unique Pentagon tour for one retired Marine gene-
ral is drawing to a close this month, with the abolition 
of office of Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for 
Special Operations. This post has been held by General 
Graves Erskine, USMC-Ret. He was retired from the Marine 
Corps in 1953 under a special Act of Congress to take 
the Civilian Defense Department post . 
During the past year, General Charles L. Bolt~, USA-
Ret ., former Army Vice Chief of Staff, directed a study 
conducted by senior retired officers of all the Services 
on officer personnel policies . The report of the Bolte' 
Committee is scheduled for Congressional consideration 
next year . Undoubtedly, the Pentagon will call again 
upon General Bolte' and his associates for help in ob-
taining amendments to current officer personnel laws. 
The Navy and Marine Corps make it a practice 
periodically to recall senior retired officers for ser-
vice on selection boards. 
In spite of the many hardships connected with military life, 
the military man finds happiness in the thought that he is performing an 
important duty in the public service. He cannot be content, therefore, 
with an insignificant, unimportant position when he leaves the service 
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even though in some cases his income may be increased. Much of the mili-
tary retiree's apparent uneasiness with civilian life stems from his in-
ability to obtain a position which presents a challenge to his abilities; 
a life somewhat like that which he had whi le in the service. This may, 
to a large extent, account for why these individuals so often leave high 
paid positions to return to public service, or why so many may change 
jobs so often. 
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Profile of the Typical Retiree 
I n summary, we can then conclude that the typical retired mili-
tary executive wi ll be in his early or middle forties. He will have at-
tained the rank of Major or Lieutenant Colonel if he is in the Army, or 
Air Force, or Lieutenant Commander or Commander if he is in the Navy. He 
has from 1 to 3 children who are about to enter college or are already 
there . His ret ired pay is less than that of the average U.S . factory 
worker . His total retired pay and civil ian income is less than that he 
received while in the service . On his income he must attempt to maintain 
his status in society, educate his children, and overcome the hardships 
of changing t o a new and unfamiliar career . 
A much smaller number of retired officers will have attained 
the rank of Colonel or Navy Captain, and an even smaller number General 
or Admiral. These officers will be in their early or middle fifties . 
Their children will normally have completed their educations. The re-
tired pay of these individuals will be appreciably higher than that of 
the typical retiree . However, military life being what it is, they will 
be younger physically than their contemporaries in civilian life . These 
individuals will, therefor~ also be seeking to begin new careers and leave 
their mark on civilian society. 
It would appear then from the above facts that the large por-
tion of retired military executives will be young officers who have been 
forced by circumstances beyond their control to seek second careers at a 
time of life when most of their contemporaries are well established in 
theirs . They are in the civilian market competing for a place in private 
industry . Their position at this point is not as envious as certain 
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legislators would appear to indicate. 
A smaller number of retired military executives continue to 
serve the nation in important public positions . A review of the back-
grounds of these individuals will reveal the fact that many of them have 
turned down or left important high-paying positions in private industry 
at a considerable sacrifice in personal income to continue in public ser-
vice. 
As Shakespeare very wisely put it many years ago when he divided 
life into seven acts, the retired officer has completed Act Four, that of 
the soldier, and is entering Act Five, that of the civilian. But, unlike 
Shakespeare's justice, he is not getting fat and prosperous . 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE INFLUENCE OF LEGISLATION ON THE PROBLEM 
Dual Office and Dual Compensation Statutes 
In Table I we noted that only 12 per cent of retired officers 
are working for the federal government after retirement. Since a civi-
lian position with the government would appear to be a natural solution 
to the problem of the absorption of military executives after retirement, 
the fact that so few followed this course seems incongruous. Also, since 
their training and experience is centered on the military establishment, 
they would appear to be prime candidates to fill the many civilian posi-
tions within the Department of Defense . Actually, this group of indivi-
duals is restricted in the type of federal office they may seek and the 
amount of compensation they may receive . These restrictions are included 
in the Dual Office and Dual Compensation Statutes codified in Sections 
59a and 62, Title 5, United States Code (1958) . However, let us first 
consider some of the background that has resulted in the present legis-
lation . 
Early federal dual office statutes were passed by Congress in 
1822, 1839, and 1852. 
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These acts were intended to prevent an individual who 
holds an office with the federal government from re-
ceiving the compensation or performing conflicting 
duties of any other office. The term office was not 
defined by these statutes, but the latter act implied 
an office to be a position with a fixed salary of 
$2,500 or more per year. However, in 1864 the Supreme 
Court* defined the meaning of the word "office11 by 
* United States v . Hartwell 6 \vall (U.S.)385(1864) 
finding that a person appointed by the President as 
provided in the Constitution holds an office under the 
United States . Since commissioned officers of the 
three military services receive their commissions from 
the President, they are holding offices of the federal 
government . 
In 1881 the Supreme Court held that a retired Army officer is 
still in the military service of the United States. The court did not 
rule, however, whether such continuing service status affected the eli-
gibility of retired officers to occupy a federal civil office . 
The federal courts and the Attorney General in interpreting 
the dual office acts held that these statutes did not preclude a person 
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from holding two separate offices provided that the duties performed are 
by virtue of a specific commission or appointment for each of the two 
offices, and the duties of the two offices are not incompatible. In this 
case, the individual could receive the compensation of both offices. 
The federal dual office statute, which has the most influence 
on retired military personnel, was passed in 1894 . This Act provided 
that no person who holds an office, the salary or annual compensation of 
which amounts to the sum of $2,500, shall be appointed to or hold any other 
office to ~·lhich compensation is attached unless specifically authorized by 
law . This Act specifically exempted officers who may be elected to public 
office or who, with the approval of the Senate, are appointed to an office 
by the President. Since retired officers were held to continue in office 
and also since their retired pay was normally more than the $2,500 limit, 
they were generally precluded from holding a civilian office within the 
federal government. This Act was amended in 1924 to exempt enlisted per-
sonnel of all the military services and officers who had been retired for 
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injuries received in battle from the provisions of the Act. 
In 1912 the Attorney General, based on the rulings of the 
United States Supreme Court, rendered the opinion that retired military 
officers in their retired status continued to hold an office under the 
United States. This ruling was made to prevent retired officers from 
prosecuting or assisting in prosecuting claims against the United States, 
but it had the effect of substantiating the fact that retired officers 
were included under the restrictions of the Act of 1894. 
The federal dual compensation statute, which has the most in-
fluence on retired officers, is the Appropriation Act of June 30, 1932, 
which is popularly referred to as the Economy Act . This Act provided 
that no person holding a civilian position with the federal government 
shall be entitled to military retired pay at a rate in excess of an amount 
which, when combined with the pay of the civilian position, would exceed 
$3,000 per year, and if either pay exceeded $3,000, he may elect to re-
ceive the retired pay or the pay of the civilian office. 
This Act was amended in 1940 to exempt officers retired for dis-
ability incurred in combat from the restrictions of the Act. Again in 
1955 the Act was amended to increase the combined salary limit from the 
original $3,000 to $10,000 . 
In summary, therefore, at the present time a retired military 
dficer retired for length of service only may hold a Civil Service position 
if the total of the yearly compensation of the civilian position and his 
retired pay does not total more than $10,000. If the total should exceed 
the limit, he may continue to hold the civilian office but must waive a 
portion of his retired pay sufficient to bring the total within this amount. 
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The burden of determining whether he falls within the re-
strictions falls upon the individual himself as determined by the Attor-
ney General in 1941 . If an individual enters into federal employment and 
receives full pay, but is later found to be in violation of one or both 
of the statutes, recourse is against him as an individual and not against 
the agency or official who employed him. Legally he could be prosecuted 
for fraud under criminal statutes; however, no such prosecutions are known 
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to have ever been initiated. Therefore, in addition to his pay being 
insecure, his position is also tenuous . The following item by Steve 
Tillman in the Army, Navy, Air Force Register indicates the situation, 
which causes many officers to look elsewhere than the federal government 
for employment after retirement : 
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If the Supreme Court should rule favorably on the claim 
filed by the Reserve officers that they are entitled to 
75 per cent retired pay, provided they had duty in World 
War II, the status of retired Reserve officers may be 
affected •••• Under a ruling of the Court of Claims in the 
Tanner Case retired Reserve officers have been excluded 
from the provisions of the dual compensation act • •• The Sup-
reme Court, if it rules affirmatively in the pending appeal, 
could say that retired Reserve officers 11are officers of 
the government the same as retired Regular officers" and 
this could put the retired Reservists under the provision 
of the dual compensation act •• • 
Prior to World War II, the application of the Dual Office and 
Dual Compensation Statutes was not difficult or confusing. All retired 
military officers were regulars who had been retired for length of ser-
vice or for disability . The laws applied to the former and did not apply 
to the latter. However, since World War II the large number of Reservists 
who swelled the retired rolls of the military services resulted in much 
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incongruity in the application of these laws. In general, present day 
application of these laws discriminates against the retired Regular mili-
tary officer in favor of the Reservist. In respect to the latter, appli-
cation of the laws discriminates even among them. 
Initially, when Reserve officers were permitted to retire un-
der the same provisions as regulars, they were included under the restric-
tions of the Economy Act of 1932 . Many Reservists accepted positions 
with the federal government and forfeited that portion of their retired 
pay over $10,000. The Federal Courts in 1956 ruled that they were not 
rightfully included and these officers received a wind-fall in a lump 
sum payment of all the pay that had been withheld from them. 
Then in 1960 the Courts held that Reserve officers generally 
were exempted, but those Reservists who were retired prior to 1947 under 
the Act of 1939 were not excluded. These officers were retired for dis-
abilities not incurred in combat during war time and therefore were not 
exempt under previous amendments . Starting in November, 1960, these of-
ficers not only found that their pay was reduced to that limited by sta-
tute, but were legally liable to be required to pay back all that which 
was previously received in excess of that amount. Military officers 
working for the federal government found their take-home pay reacting 
like a yo-yo. 
Finally, on 3 February 1962 the Army Times carried the follow-
ing item which indicated further the insecurity of the retired officer 
who accepts a civil service position. 
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A seemingly routine U.S. Court of Claims case involving 
a retired officer has mushroomed into a concerted effort 
by the government to take dual compensation exemptions 
away from retired Reserve officers . Both sides have 
filed their briefs and the outcome could limit retired 
reservists who now enjoy immunity to total annual re-
tired pay and Civil Service pay of no more than $10,000 • 
••••• the government has asked the Claims Court tore-
verse its 1954 decision in the Tanner v. United States 
case . That case led the way to exemptions from dual 
compensation salary limitations for most reserve of-
ficers who retired and took jobs with the government. 
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The Michigan Group survey questioned retired officers rela-
tive to the effect that the Dual Office and Dual Compensation Statutes 
had on their choice of employment . The majority of those questioned who 
were not currently working for the federal government indicated that 
these laws did limit their choice of employment in that they would have 
considered such employment if it were not for the laws. 
In view of the fact that the laws are obviously obsolete and 
are not uniformly applied, should they be repealed or modified? Well, 
the answer to that question depends upon a particular person's situation . 
There are many different points of view in this respect, some of which 
are discussed below . 
First, let us consider that of the legislators. We find 
different legislators' poles apart on the subject. Some feel that the 
laws prevent the country from utilizing its human resources to the maxi-
mum as indicated in the following item which appeared in the REGISTER: 
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Dual compensation . Still a thorn in the side of retired 
officers is the dual compensation statute wh ich Senator 
Henry M. Jackson (D-Wash.) has described as a body of 
law adopted for one objective in the past but serving 
today to hamper the government in recruiting top national 
security talent. 
The dual compensation law requires retired regular 
officers to accept a limitation of $10,000 in annual 
income, including their earned retirement pay . 
Rep . Carl Vinson (D- Ga.), Chairman of the House 
Armed Services Committee, has told the REGISTER that 
the time may be ripe for an upward revision of the 
dollar limitation. 
Over the years, vociferous opposition has been 
voiced by federal employee unions. 
Other legislators feel that the laws are not restricted enough 
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in that the many officers now working in Civil Service positions are pre-
venting civilians from obtaining employment . This fact is indicated by 
the following exchange which took place between Senator Chavez and Colonel 
Boatman of the USAF: 
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Senator Chavez. I wish to be furnished the number of 
Navy officers, Army officers, and Air Force officers 
who are now working for the Department in a civilian 
capacity, and also t he salary which is being paid to 
each of them. 
Colonel Boatman . Yes, sir; it will be furnished. 
Senator Chavez. A great number of people are out of 
work. An officer has retired pay, or he would not 
have retired, except for physical disability, or maybe 
age. Many civilians would also like to procure employ-
ment . So, if you will give us the requested informa-
tion, we shall appreciate it very much. 
Colonel Boatman. Yes, sir. 
These conflicting positions of the legislators should produce 
some fireworks in the coming session of Congress as indicated in the f ol -
lowing item appearing in the JOURNAL on 2December 1961 : 
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USE OF RETIRED OFFICERS in government civilian posi-
tions will be a hot item of discussion early in the 
'62 Congressional session. House Civil Service Man-
power Subcommittee will seek information as to the 
number of retired officers who now hold federal civi-
lian jobs. This inquiry will coincide with promised 
action by the Civil Service Commission and the Pentagon, 
with Administration prodding, to eliminate out-dated 
dual compensation legislation, and thereby to libera-
lize opportunities for civilian use of retired mili-
tary people. 
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Secondly, let us consider the point of view of the Civil Service 
employees who are not retired officers. In general, these individuals 
strongly oppose any change in the present laws except to make them more 
inclusive by applying them to the Reserve officers who are presently ex-
empt. This position is especially strong among civilian employees of the 
Department of Defense where a retired military executive who can refer to 
at least twenty years of training and experience can more effectively com-
pete for the higher level civilian positions. This fact has led to many 
charges of favoritism being made against active duty officers in a posi-
tion to select individuals to fill vacancies . These charges have in-
creased to the point where the Army at least is making an investigation 
as indicated in the following item appearing in the JOURNAL: 
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EMPLOYMENT OF RETIRED military personnel will be a 
special subject for inquiry by Army Inspector Generals 
for the remainder of this fiscal year. At the end of 
each quarter, inspectors will prepare a summary on the 
adequacy and effectiveness of action taken to assure 
uniform interpretation and implementation of policies 
and procedures concerning employmentof retired mili-
tary personnel. An official circular (20-7) notes 
that this "has been of special i nterest to the Con-
gress and to the Department of the Army . " 
The position of the civilian employee can be easily appreci-
ated when one considers the following fact. 
When a higher level civilian position is filled by a military 
retiree, the career civilian sees his opportunities for advancement de-
creasing . Take for example the case where a position at the GS-14 level 
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is filled by a retiree . This action prevents the promotion of civilians 
all down the line which usually would amount to four or five promotions . 
Notwithstanding the fact that the retiree in most cases would be more 
qualified f or the position in question, some deterioration of civilian 
morale cannot be avoided . 
To counter this situation, the government employees' union has 
opposed very strongly the lifting of dual compensation restrictions for 
regulars and have agit ated to include retired reserve personnel under the 
same restrictions as was originally the case . 
Thirdly, we will consider the position of the administration . 
The Pentagon has prepared a bill sponsored by the present ad-
ministration to correct many of the inequities of the present Dual Office 
and Dual Compensation Statutes . However, this bill will, no doubt, be 
opposed by the government employees as were previous acts which attempted 
to clear up the situation. This fact was indicated in the following item 
appearing in the JOURNAL on 14 October 1961: 
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DUAL COMPENSATION UNDER HEAVY ATTACK 
The Pentagon is on sharp notice that if Admini-
stration-supported legislation to amend ancient Dual 
Compensation Laws is to be successful in the next 
Congress, it's going to require strong leadership. 
The powerful American Federation of Government Em-
ployees (AFL-CIO) has launched a determined campaign 
to kill the proposed measure . 
A major Federation unit calls dual compensation 
"an economic absurdity", says it presents a "ridicu-
lous paragox in federal personnel policies", main-
tains that "it is unethical, unfair and is directly 
generating corruption in Civil Service job recruit-
ment, placement and promotion processes. " The 
Federation's Air Force Lodge 1092, in a letter to 
Civil Service Commission Chairman John Macy, says: 
"We feel that there can be no compromise on the dual 
compensation issue". 
That kind of free-swinging attack must be ans-
wered by calm, reasoned presentations by top Penta-
gon officials as to why it is in the national inte-
rest of fair play to revise present legislation, 
some of which dates to the last century. 
Those who oppose the plan to permit the govern-
ment to use the specialized qualifications of retired 
military people are certain to wage an all- out fight 
against the new legislation. Those who support the 
carefully coordinated plan (the JOURNAL 12 August) 
must recognize their responsibilities to present the 
Administration's viewpoint in a timely and effective 
manner . 
Not only the individuals involved, but the government itself, 
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finds itself in an incongrnous situation, one in which it is damned if it 
does and damned if it doesn't. In its desire to obtain the best possible 
personnel in each case, it cannot afford to overlook the retired mili -
tary executive who, in turn, should not be required to make a large finan-
cial sacrifice to accept a position with the government. On the other 
hand, in order to attract the best qualified civilian personnel to careers 
in government services, it must offer sufficient opportunities for advance-
ment to these perso-nnel . It is somewhat ironic when one considers that 
the reason for this situation is the government's desire to attract the 
best possible individuals to careers in the military service. 
However, in order to soothe some of the grievances, the govern-
ment issued a new Civilian Personnel Directive which requires military 
agencies, in filling civilian job vacancies, to give full consideration to 
qualified career employees before military retirees can be hired, and to 
conduct recruitment so as to leave no grounds for charges that favoritism 
or influence led to the hiring of military retirees. It further requires 
that the alleged practice of holding jobs vacant so that military persons 
can fill them on retirement be discontinued . Finally, it provides that a 
military officer may not be employed in a civilian position within six 
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months after retirement at the same station at which he last served with-
out approval of the Secretary of the ~ulitary Department. 
Lastly, let us consider the position of those directly affected 
by the legislation. The point of view of the retired officers is probably 
obvious. Under present rulings it is not unusual to find retired officers 
who retired under i dentical circumstances holding Civil Service positions 
of the same grade but with widely differing incomes . By way of example, 
supposing a group of officers are holding Civil Service appointments in 
Grade GS-13 which pays approxi mately $10,700 per year . Those who were 
retired from the regular components would lose all of their retired pay 
and draw only the pay of the Civil Office. Those officers retired from 
the reserve components would not lose any of their retired pay. Those 
regular or reserve officers with war time disabilities would also not 
lose any of their retired pay, but the reserve office r s who retired prior 
to 1947 for disabilities not incurred in war time would lose all their re-
tired pay. It is not difficult to determine the position of each of these 
individuals. 
Next let us consider the environment under which he finds him-
self. He is somewhat in the position of being neither fish nor fowl . 
He is not wholly a civilian because he i~ still considered as part of the 
military establishment albeit on a retired status. He also is not wholly 
of the military since he has no active duty status. He is authorized to 
continue to use his rank; however, this fact only leads to confusion in 
such places as the Pentagon where there are many active dut y and retired 
personnel working in the same areas . Then there is the fact t hat for a 
number of years he has been paying Social Security and now he comes under 
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a different retirement system which would limit his Social Security re-
tirement benefits or cause him to fail to qualify altogether. One can 
conclude that even those who do not l ose their retired pay are not in a 
particularly envious situation while working for the federal government 
after retirement . 
Another inconsistency in respect to dual compensation worth 
mentioning i s the fact that employment by State or municipal governments 
does not affect retirement pay in any way. This fact, plus the fact that 
much of his experi ence is analogous to City management, has made many of 
the retired military executives consider this area as a second career . 
But in this r espect he faces the problem of lack of specific training to 
which he can point or lack of the appropriate contacts . Should these two 
points be resolved, many municipalit ies could no doubt benefit greatly 
through consideration of this source of capable and experienced managers 
for their cities and towns . 
The Conflict of Interest Statutes 
We have considered the retirees' problems in respect to a sec-
ond career with the government in a civilian capacity . Now let us turn 
to a major problem area in relation to his employment in private industry . 
This area is the COnflict of Interests legislation which restricts many 
officers in the t ype of civilian employment in which they can~age. The 
laws involved are the following: 
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Title 5, U.S. Code, (Supp. IV), Sect ion 59c, provides 
no payment shall be made from appropriations in any Act 
to any officer on the retired lists of the Regular Army, 
Regular Navy, Regular Marine Corps, Regular Air Force, 
Regular Coast Guard, Coast and Geodetic Survey and 
Public Health Service for a period of two years after 
retirement who for himself or others is engaged in the 
selling of or contracting for the sale of or negotiating 
for the sale of, to any agency of the Department of De-
fense, the Coast Guard, the Coast and Geodetic Survey 
and the Public Health Service any supplies or war mater-
ials . * 
Title 10, U. S. Code, Section 6112 (b), provides "if a 
retired officer of the Regular Navy or the Regular 
Marine Corps is engaged for himself or others in selling 
or contracting or negotiating to sell Naval supplies or 
war materials to the Department of the Navy, he is not 
entitled to any payment from the United States while he 
is so engaged' • 
Just as in the case of the Dual Office and Dual Compensation 
Statutes, these laws are confusing as to their extent and application 
as indicated in the following item contained in The Retired Officer 
Magazine. 
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For years, there has been a misconception on the part 
of Regular officers, other than the Navy and Marine 
Corps, that they were not barred for life from selling 
to the military department in which they hold retired 
status . They are barred and are subject to fine and 
imprisonment if they violate the statute involved. 
This same statute· is also applicable to Navy and Marine 
Corps officers. The law here involved is Title 18, 
U.S . Code, Section 281, which provides, by implication, 
for a fine of not more than $10,000 . 00 or imprisonment 
for not more than two years, or both, of any Regular 
retired officer who represents any person in the sale 
of anything to the government through the Department in 
whose service he holds a retired status. 
This penal statute applies to any Regular retired of-
ficer who sells to the service in which he holds a re-
tired status or through such service to any other 
agency of the federal government for which his service 
might be the purchasing authority, or under any condi-
tion where the sale was actually made through the ser-
vice concerned. 
* The words "supplies" or "war materials" have been interpreted to in-
clude almost any conceivable item even pocket combs and soft drinks . 
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In general, all regular retired military commissioned personnel 
are precluded from engagi~in a selling capacity to the government for at 
least two years after their retirement . At present Naval personnel are 
restricted from selling to any branch of the government for life while 
officers of the other services, after the two-year period, are restricted 
from selling only to the branch of government from which they receive their 
retired pay. That is to say, a regular Army retiree can sell after the 
two-year period to the Navy, Air Force or any other branch of the govern-
ment except the Army . It can be expected that this incongruity, however, 
will be corrected shortly by legislation soon to be presented by Senator 
Hebert of Louisiana. 
Again in respect to this type of legislation, the retired re-
servist is not restricted in any manner, not even for the two-year period 
after retirement . However, recent actions by the Department of Defense 
have somewhat changed his status. This stems from a Department of Defense 
Directive which requires all personnel to register with the Department to 
which he would sell. The Directive also serves to spell out the previously 
foggy consideration as to what constituted selling. Selling is now de-
fined as follows: 
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(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Signing a bid, proposal, or contract; 
Negotiating a contract, or 
Contacting an officer or employee of the Depart-
ment of Defense for the purpose of: 
(i) obtaining or negotiating contract,s, 
(ii) negotiating or discussing changes in speci-
fications, price, cost allowances, or other terms 
of a contract, or 
(iii) settling disputes concerning performance of 
a contract. 
Any other liaison activity with a view toward the 
ultimate consummation of a sale even though the 
actual contract therefore is subsequently nego-
tiated by another person. However, it is not the 
intent of this Directive to preclude retired of-
ficers from accepting employment with private in-
dustry solely because his employer is a contractor 
with the government . 
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The confused legislation relative to Conflict of Interests has, 
no doubt, prevented many companies from considering retired military ex-
ecutives from employment in any capacity. Further, continuous agitation 
by man members of Congress in respect to influence peddling has further 
muddied the water. At one time, legislation was considered to prevent 
the employment of retired military personnel in any capacity by any firm 
doing business with the government. In this age of 50 billion dollar 
defense budgets, legislation such as this would seriously limit those 
companies in which a retiree could be employed. Fortunately, this legis-
lation did not pass but it did no doubt influence some companies in res-
pect to the employment of these individuals. Congress did succeed, however, 
in requiring all companies to report all military retired personnel on 
their payrolls, indicating the amount of compensation each received. This 
made each officer's personal affairs a matter of record for all to see. 
Further, the following item appearing in the JOURNAL of 12 August 1961 in-
dicates that one member of Congress at least will continue to agitate for 
further legislation of this type. 
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Retired officers are not affected by the new conflicts-
of-interest legislation approved this week by the House . 
Only one member- - Representative Alfred E. Santangelo 
(D-NY)--complained about the omission. In 1957 he al-
most succeeded in getting an amendment tacked onto the 
annual military appropriations bill to bar senior re-
tired officers from taking jobs with defense industries . 
He said this week that he is 'disappointed' that the 
House Judiciary Committee ' did not try to solve the 
problem of the sacred cow, the retired military of-
ficer . ' 
A look at the other side of the picture indicates that there 
are, no doubt, some companies which do not hesitate to seek out retired 
personnel for the purpose of using any contacts and influence that they 
may have to the benefit of the company. However, an officer who is 
seeking an association for twenty to twenty- five years or more can only 
wonder what may happen to him when his contacts have also retired and 
left the service or have been transferred . For this reason, many of-
ficers hesitate to accept employment under these circumstances no matter 
how lucrative. 
On the other hand, these individuals can be extremely helpful 
to industries engaged in producing for the military services. They can 
bring a wealth of experience and know-how to these companies and benefit 
them greatly in capacities other than in selling . It would appear, 
therefore, that these individuals could be especially valuable in such 
areas as operations research, systems design and engineering and systems 
analysis . 
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Furthermore, their value need not be restricted to purely mili-
tary applications since most of these officers during their military 
careers have become acquainted with and have learned to appreciate many 
of the new management tools which are presently contributing so much to 
American industry . Among these are Operations Research, Program Evaluation 
and Review Technique (PERT), Systems Analysis and Value Analysis. Opera-
tions Research, for example is becoming increasingly more important to 
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the military services. This new art which provides the military commander 
with optimum solutions to his problems was born in England during World 
War II . It was used by the U.S . military services to provide solutions 
to such problems as anti-submarine warfare and to the sea mining of Japan 
just to name a few . Operations research organizations continue to flou-
rish in all departments of our armed services . In the Air Force it is 
called the Operations Analysis Group (OAG), the Operations Evaluation 
Group (OEG) in the Navy, and the Operations Research Office in the Army. 
It is doubtful that any military executive could reach retirement without 
at least becoming acquainted with one or more of these new aids to manage-
ment and becoming appreciative of their benefits . 
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CHAPTER V 
THE INFLUENCE OF MILITARY LIFE ON THE PROBLEM 
Lack of Grass Roots 
The characteristics of military life itself can have a sub-
stantial influence on the ability of the retired military executive to 
make an easy transition to a civilian career . Among these is his lack 
of grass r oots which can become a substantial liability in his quest for 
a suitable position. 
Since the percentage of retirees who have been offered a posi-
tion prior to retirement is small, his f irst consideration is his re-
tirement home. In this respect he has t wo choices. Either he can 
choose to return to the old home town or he can choose to locate in an 
area which offers the great est opportunity for suitable employment. If 
he chooses the f ormer, usually he will find that twenty years can result 
in many changes. His old friends have made other ties or have moved to 
other cities . The entire character of the city could well have changed 
and he finds himself as much a stranger there as he would be any place 
else . I f he chooses the l at ter, he may find himself in a completely un-
familiar environment. Although he has no doubt found himself in similar 
circumstances a number of times during his military career, the fact t hat 
he had a job and associates made it relatively quick and easy to become 
established; lacking these he may find it ext remely difficult. These 
facts probably account for the large number of military retirees who will 
make a second move and change jobs within one year after retirement. 
Various estimates i ndicate their number to be in t he majority . 
In relation to the employment problem, the lack of grass roots 
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presents a shortcoming in the following respects. Normally, he is not 
well known throughout the industry in which he must seek employment as 
would be the case of his civilian counterpart. When a civilian executive 
with twenty years experience in an industry finds himself in need of 
another position, he can turn to any of a number of friends or acquain-
tances throughout the industry. They will be familiar with his abilities 
and possible contributions to their companies. The civilian executive 
can therefore easily find guidance and support. On the other hand, the 
military executive's associates can give him little or no help in this 
respect. As often as not they are in the same position as he. 
Another aspect of this liability is the difficulty in obtaining 
readily available references which are required by practically all firms 
to which the retired executive will apply for a position. Those most 
qualified to report on his efficiency and character are located through-
out the world. The rotating assignments of military life results in a 
very large number of superiors to which a retiree has reported when co~ 
pared to his civilian counterpart. Therefore, each superior's knowledge 
of his capabilities is limited to the short period during which they were 
associated. Obviously, a report on one's efficiency for a period of a 
year or two is not as effective as one covering five or more years. Also, 
many companies will want to contact references by phone in order not to 
drag out negotiations with the applicant. If the retiree's previous su-
perior is located in Germany or Japan, such a contact is obviously not 
practical and the employer is left with a second choice or none at all. 
Where the civilian will probably have one or two clergymen during their 
adult life, the military man may have had a large number who are acquainted 
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with him personally to varying degrees. Therefore, this excellent source 
of character reference is often denied the military retiree. In respect 
to credit references, his constant moves usually restricted his buying on 
credit, making it necessary that he use cash for at least most of his 
large purchases if not all of them. Also, changing locations means changing 
banks which limits the effectiveness of this source of credit reference. 
Lack of a Nest Egg 
Military pay being what it is, and the constant depletion of 
the military executive's resources caused by frequent moves, results in an 
inability to acquire a substantial nest egg . Usually, a civilian can 
build up a substantial equity in his house. On the other hand, if a mili-
tary man invests in a house, he often must sell it at a loss in order that 
his family can meet their shipment date for their next station which usually 
is overseas. This lack of resources can have an appreciable influence on 
the military executive's ability to make a smooth transition to a second 
career . 
This fact probably accounts for the small number of retirees 
who are in business for themselves . Table I indicates that only 5 per cent 
of these officers surveyed operated their own business. However, when a 
group of officers on active duty were questioned as to the type of work 
they hoped to do after leaving the service, more than 10 per cent indi-
cated they desired to go into business forfuemselves which was the highest 
percentage received of the types included. The study group recommended 
that at retirement each individual be permitted to receive a portion of 
his retired pay in a lump sum. If such an option were provided, it is 
quite probable that an increased number of military personnel would open 
or buy a business of their own through use of t his method of obtaining a 
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nest egg . 
The lack of a nest egg often results in a retiree being re-
quired to accept the first position offered him even though it may not be 
the type for which he is best fitted. Also, the position may not be at 
the salary level at which the individual should be compensated. Once 
such a position is accepted, it can have dire consequences on his future 
efforts to find more suitable employment. He becomes identified with the 
type of work in which he is engaged which would make it very difficult 
for him to seek and obtain employment of any other type. Once he accepts 
employment at a salary level of $6,000 per year, for example, he is al-
most precluded from obtaining one of $10,000 per year or more. For, em-
ployers when filling positions are most interested in an applicant's 
present earnings, and few are willing to start an individual in a posi-
tion calling for a salary substantially higher . 
Lack of Academic Degrees 
Of those officers who retired during the period 1955 and 1960 
surveyed by the Michigan Group, only one in four had a college degree. 
Although most had some college training, averaging approximately two 
years, the lack of a degree, no doubt, had a great influence on the abi-
lity of the individual to obtain suitable employment. 
This situation probably also accounts for the fact that although 
14 per cent of the active duty officers questioned indicated a desire to 
teach after retirement, only 4 per cent of those already retired were so 
employed. \Vhen one considers that the average military officer spends 
approximately 75 per cent of his time in formal or informal teaching acti-
vities, it is indeed unfortunate that this source must be denied the 
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nation in meeting its teacher shortages. Some officers through consider-
able sacrifice will seek to correct this deficiency; others will accept 
less desirable employment rather than attempt to hurdle the impediment of 
certification. 
This fact becomes even more ironic when one considers the impor-
tance placed by the military services on the military educational system. 
Satisfactory completion of appropriat e courses at military service schools 
is almost mandatory prior to consideration of an individual at each promo-
tion level. 
Napoleon indicated the importance of learning to the military 
when he stated, " the art of war is the giant among the branches of learn-
ing, for it embraces them all" . 35 Sun Tzu Wu indicated its importance 
by saying, "military knowledge is of fundamental importance to the state 
for it is decisive for its safety or downfall; it spells the difference 
between life and death" . "For that reason", he continued, "Under no cir-
cumstances can the study of it be neglected" . 36 Finally, General Maxwell 
D. Taylor indicates its present importance in the following statement: 
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The leader must know his business and the men must know 
that he knows. War is a terribly serious matter and our 
citizen- soldiers want their lives protected by experts. 
There may be a tendency to belittle the professional 
soldier in time of peace; but when war comes, our citi-
zens want to feel that their destiny is in the hands of 
professionals. To become this professional, an officer 
must devote his life to constant study and self-improve-
ment. 
Although the Army's school system had been in existence since 
shortly after the War of 1812, it received its greatest impetus during 
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the administration of Secretary of War, Elihu Root. This able secretary 
to whom the Army owes so much re-organized and improved the school system 
to the extent that it received the following tribute from Bernardo and 
Bacon in their book: 
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There is no doubt that the educational system of the armed 
forces has been one of the great assets of our military es-
tablishment in the 20th century . The magnificent accomplish-
ments of _our officers in the wars of this century can, to a 
large measure, be attributed to the training and education 
they received during the course of their professional car-
eers . 
The success of in-service training achieved in the military es-
tablishment no doubt had considerable influence on the present policy 
followed by industry in supporting after hour education by its employees? 
and even in participation in full time special courses. However, these 
individuals can point to specific degrees to indicate their higher level 
of academic achievement; the military man can not . 
This fact was the subject of an article by Major General Strode 
Newman. He begins by saying: 
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The traditional and legal status of 'the military' in the 
American way of life keeps ultimate control of our armed 
forces under complete civilian direction--and this is as 
it should be. But there are two psychological by-products 
of this system that are not as they should be; civilians 
tend to consider any civilian, per se, as superior to any 
serviceman; and servicemen tend to sell themselves short. 
A case in point is the lack of academic recognition for 
our great military colleges. 
General Newman goes on to name the colleges and the universities 
of the military services as being: The Army Command and General Staff 
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College, Armed Forces Staff College, Army War College, Naval War College, 
Air University, Industrial College of the Armed Forces, and the National 
War College. "In this educational system, " he states, "not only is there 
an academic progression upward, but equally important - since the number 
who can go upward is limited - there is fierce competition" . In order to 
achieve recognition for these institutions and in turn for the individuals 
who attend them, the General feels that the military school system "pro-
vides a sound and logical basis for the award of various degrees in mili-
tary service" . In this respect he says: 
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Civilian colleges ask no one's permission to issue 
degrees. These things are not fully covered by 
law . The colleges, within their own academic sys-
tem, simply establish standards and grant degrees 
accordingly. These degrees are made valuable by 
what they represent in ac~demic achievement. We 
can do this too. 
And finally he ends with the following recommer.dations: 
Make the standards high- --and civilians as a whole 
will welcome this step forward . The services, how-
ever, must take t he initiative. The over- all aca-
demic and educational training is in being, up to 
the highest standards . All we need is the simple 
administrative paper work to make it a matter of 
record. 
The Bureau of Social Science Research, Incorporated, in consi-
dering the problem during a conference, came up with the following con-
elusions: 
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Participants in the panel estimated that the pro-
portion of military retired personnel who would 
enter teaching could be increased fourfold through 
a program that would eliminate some of the diffi-
culties confronting those making this career choice. 
The primary difficul t y was regarded as financing the 
one year of supplementary education that many of 
those leaving the service would require in order to 
qualify for teaching positions. Other difficulties 
involved the development of criteria for evaluating 
and crediting military education and experience, and 
problems of certification. 
It would appear then, that if t he Michigan group's recommenda-
tion relative to lump sum payments and General Newman's recommendations 
relative to awarding of degrees were followed, the country would benefit 
by a substantial increase in the number of competent teachers available 
for its schools. The fact that men of their age group tend to remain in 
the teaching profession longer than younger persons is added inducement 
for the.se changes . 
Lack of Easily Translatable Experience 
Finally, we come to what is probably the greatest liability of 
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military life, that of equating military experience with the requirements 
of industry. This characteristic probably accounts for the fact that 
leaders in American industry appear not to recognize the potential contri-
butions that the retired military executive can make to the management of 
American business. For it is somewhat ironic that, at the same time these 
experienced managers are finding it so difficult to establish themselves 
in new careers, business publications are reporting the shortages of 
competent managers and many companies are complaining of the practice of 
pirating . 
In a story on the practice of pirating, LIFE magazine writes: 
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• •• a flourishing ne''~ breed of entrepreneur in U.S. 
industry ••• is a 'personnel pirate', a man who 
specializes in stealing executives from one com-
pany and delivering them to another . Wearing Ivy 
League suits and brandishing depth interviews in-
stead of cutlasses, personnel pirates, today an-
nually make off with executive talent valued 
approximately at $70 million in direct compensation . 
And the future promises that they \'lill be much more 
active. 
On reporting on the subject of the requirements for managers 
in business, a Veterans Administration report contained the following: 
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In the past 20 years, employment of managers and re-
lated workers in private industry has more than 
doubled ••• from fewer than 1~ million workers in 
19~0 to about 3 million in mid 1959 • • ~If the recent 
high rate of growth in the employment of salaried 
managers in private industry continues, more than 
100,000 managers will be employed in new jobs each 
year, on the average, during the early part of the 
1960 decade . Moreover, additional thousands will 
be needed annually to fill vacancies arising from 
turnover ••• It is estimated that between 50,000 and 
751 000 managers will be required annually for the 
next several years just to replace t hose who retire 
or die. 
A r ecent survey by the Army, Navy, Air Force REGISTER revealed 
the following: 
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Preliminary returns from the latest national survey 
of employers are more receptive to the applications 
of the retiring personnel than most people think . 
When conducting the job-opening survey for the sixth 
edition of WHO'S HIRI NG WHO, the editors asked this 
question: "Most career military personnel gain volun-
tary release (retirement) in their early forties . As 
a group, they possess unusual skills, vigor, training, 
experience and reliability. Will you consider such 
applicants if otherwise fully qualified?" The over-
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* whelming response (more than 80 per cent) was 'yes'. 
Broad opportunities - Since the total number of openings 
reported by employers and employment specialists thus 
far as a result of the current survey has come up to 
93,744 (exclusive of openings reported by the U.S. Civil 
Service Commission), it appears that broad opportunities 
exist for military members t o continue in promising 
second careers after retirement . 
Still more recently, the April 1962 issue of the Changing 
Times magazine contained the following item. 
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NEEDED: EXECUTIVES . Jobs paying in the lower range 
of the five-figure pay scale are wide open to good 
applicants, according to a top management recruitment 
firm . Says the firm: Plenty of spots paying from 
$10,000 to $75,000 are waiting to be filled. Needed 
most are sales executives, then experts in engineering 
management, general management, research, production, 
finance and marketing - advertisement . The majority 
of jobs pay $10,000 to $20,000, but one out of five is 
in the $20,000 to $40,000 range . Where do the companies 
find their men? Primarily within the firm, t hough em-
ployment agencies, personal recommendations and manage-
ment recruiters all play an i mportant part . 
One can only ask, "How, in the face of the indicated require-
ments for experienced managerial personnel, can these individuals conti-
nue to be overlooked?" Why should officers who have held responsible 
staff positions and have commanded large numbers of personnel be forced 
to spend months, even years, seeking employment, and, when finally they 
find employment, it should be in positions that do not recognize their 
full potential . True, a number of top ranking officers have moved into 
important positions with large companies at very substantial salaries, 
*Why did almost 20 per cent of the answers to the REGISTER's survey 
answer "no"? It would appear that this fact is more startling than 
the fact that over 80 per cent anslvered •yes" . 
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but what of the thousands of others who bring the median compensation down 
to the reported $61 000 per year? 
On the other hand, this inability to determine just how he can 
fit into civilian requirements can have a material influence on the re-
tiree 1 s outlook for the future. This fact was brought out in an article 
by Richard Lathrop in the REGISTER in which he finds answers to a number 
of the questions which often result in a negative attitude cropping up in 
the retiree's mind . 
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In our view, a successful career transition from that 
of an officer in uniform to an officer in civilian 
enterprise depends as much on mental attitude as any 
other single factor . 
Negativisms. Let 1 s take a look at some of the pri-
mary negativisms we hear expressed in the REGISTER'S 
Employment Assistance Center and the countering at-
titudes held by the man who has the problem licked 
well in advance. 
1Have heard a lot about the handicap of age•. 
My conviction is that my capacity for top- grade per-
formance is higher now than it has ever been . Each 
year of my life means an added year of experience 
for which there is no substitute . I believe experi-
ence alone permits a man to find new ways to overcome 
problems . The brightest college graduate can1 t possi-
bly do this until he has been seasoned by observation 
of the results of his actions over a considerable 
period of time . I feel pretty sure that if I show an 
employer that my experience will help solve his prob-
lems, nothing--insurance and ret irement programs, pro-
motion-from-within policies, you name it--nothing will 
stop him from hiring me . 
1And who wants experience gained in uniform?' 
I am proud of my military service . Sure, I have ob-
served instances of gross inefficiency during my years 
in uniform. But where didthey stem from? In virtually 
every last instance, it could be traced back to the im-
possible administrative problems imposed on the services 
by their very peculiar Board of Directors--Congress . 
They see to it that we exercise more concern for the 
welfare of the local community, other businesses and 
our personnel than we do for the organization itself. 
Despite this and with 180 million people looking over 
our shoulders, we manage to maintain a highly presen-
table ~peration . I'll wager that civilian enterprise 
operating under the same conditions would go under for 
the last t i me within a week. 
As a matter of fact, I've heard it said on good autho-
rity that vast segments of private enterprise could 
well look to our standards of administrative and ope-
rating efficiency as a goal for them to achieve--even 
though they are not operating under these built-in 
handicaps. From what I've seen, I believe it. There 
is much that I have learned in uniform which has sub-
stantial value for civilian enterprise . 
'Who wants an old war horse? 1 
As nearly as I've been able to learn,every duty I've 
ever performed in uniform has its direct counterpart 
in civilian life . I could go on talking about experi-
ence as CO of a destroyer and, of course, nobody is 
likely to be much interested. They don't happen to 
be hiring destroyer skippers these days . On the other 
hand, they probably will be interested if they know 
that I have been the primary executive of a major ope-
rating unit of the Navy with full responsibility for 
the efficient operation and coordination of several 
departments performing widely divergent and highly 
technical functions and that, during this period, we 
moved from way down the ladder to the top in terms of 
official evaluation of our performance as compared 
with others . 
'God only knows where I should begin. I don't.' 
Obviously, any growing organization encounters the 
same problems of coordination and control which we have 
faced time and time again in periods of major expansion 
and contraction. The big difference is that they pro-
bably don't have much experience with these problems 
whereas I do- -and plenty of it under the most trying 
circumstances. These are the organizations on which I 
plan to concentrate my campaign for an executive job. 
'How can I overcome the negative attitude which I know 
exists against career military personnel?' 
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If I can get the guy to talk about the problems of 
his operation, I am dead sure I will be able to point 
out some darn good ways in which I can be useful to 
him. It's pretty certain that one of his biggest 
headaches at the moment is finding assistants whom he 
can trust to handle these problems effectively . That's 
one problem I plan to help him solve very quickly . 
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The analogy of the Board of Directors and the 180 million stock-
holders, the American public, in the above article is particularly appro-
priate . The changed character of the military services during recent 
years makes their similarities to industry much more striking than their 
differences . In fact many of the managerial, organizational and decision-
making concepts adopted by industry were first initiated and adopted by 
the military services. Let us now consider some of these . 
Colonel Beishline in his book on the subject of military manage-
ment states: 
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In its development of the principles of management, 
industry has seen fit to adopt many of the management 
principles that the military has evolved down through 
the years . Most of the current writers in the field 
have given the military credit for these contributions ••• 
Although these opinions are not conclusive evidence that 
industrial management has learned much from the military, 
they do indicate that military management principles 
have served as guide posts to many of the current prin-
ciples of industrial management ••• 
Brigadier General James H. Banville, Secretary of the Retired 
Officers Association, in commenting on the subject stated: 
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Retiring officers, at an average age of 46, constitute 
an invaluable manpower pool for business, industry and 
the professions to call on or make use of. They are 
men of the highest integrity, tremendous flexibility, 
and extensive experience. Only a comparatively few 
possess a highly developed technical skill frequently 
utilized in civilian life but all possess highly de-
veloped executive, managerial and administrative skills . 
The primary mission of the military officer is to com-
mand and train a unit, be it a platoon of 20 men or a 
division of 20,000 men so that in a time of emergency 
that unit can and will accomplish its mission. In or-
der to fulfill their command's responsibilities, they 
must manage the health, welfare and morale of the man; 
the administration of personnel, supply, finance and 
other records; the care, maintenance and accountability 
of millions of dollars of equipment; the operation of 
messes, hospitals, post offices, shops, recreational 
facilities and numerous other activities; the task is 
similar to managing a town or city of comparable size 
or an office, a branch, or an activity in business or 
industry. 
It can be very properly stated that in civilian life 
one manages and administrates while in the military one 
commands. The two words are synonymous. 
The importance of management training for its executives has 
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been recognized by the Army throughout its history . This fact has become 
manifest by the establishment in 1954 of the Army Command Management School 
at Fort Belvoir, Virginia as a result of the recommendations of the present 
Army Chief of Staff Lt. General George H. Decker, who was then Comptroller 
of the Army . The courses at the school cover two broad areas, that of 
Command Management and that of General Management . The former includes 
Program, Budget, Accounting, Manpower and Logistics management which are 
the elements of the Army's Command Management System. In effect it encom-
passes the functions of planning, organizing, directing and controlling. 
The latter includes the Roll of the Commander, skills of management, per-
sonnel management and civil relations. These functions cover establishing 
objectives, motivating, communicating, innovating, maintaining cooperation, 
developing subordinates and making decisions. The similarities of these 
functions to those of industry are too obvious to warrant comment. 
The school's philosophy as spelled out in its catalog is: 
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We believe command, management and leadership are closely 
interrelated. Their execution is enhanced by constantly 
improving "Knm11ledge and Skills", being innovative, and 
receptive to the new and different ••• valuating and rec-
tifying where necessary, personnel and operations con-
cerned. 
The following comments of General Decker are an indication of 
his continued interest in the subject while in his present position. 
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Nowhere is sound and effective management so important 
as in the United States Army. In terms of personnel and 
budget, the Army surpasses any of our great corporations . 
Yet the size of its resources pales beside the enormity 
of its mission and the geography of its deployment . To-
day, while the hopes of the Free World rest largely on 
its optimum performance, the Army has no greater respon-
sibility than to see that every dollar, every piece of 
equipment, and every soldier gives peak performance and 
are used to ultimate advantage . 
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The organizational contributions of the military to industry are 
readily apparent to any business student ·. No doubt the most important of 
these is the concept of line and staff. More recently military human fac-
tor s tudies such as that of the span- of- control and span-of-attention of 
the average supervisor has contributed to determinations of the size of 
industrial activities . Further contributions in this respect are organi-
zational concepts based upon considerations of the function performed or 
the objective to be achieved, and the importance of equal authority and 
responsibility. 
The importance of the decision maker (Commander) in the scheme 
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of things is nowhere so apparent as in the military services. Recent in-
novations in the tools provided the decision maker in the military services 
were discussed in a previous chapter. The importance of these new tools 
to industry is indicated by the following comments. 
Professors Philip M. Morse and George E. Kimball who engaged in 
operations research activities for the military services comment as follows : 
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During the war operations research proved its worth 
in military applications, and today the services, both 
in the United States and England, are provided with 
groups attached to the planning and operational parts 
of the higher staffs • • • Since the war operations re-
search has been applied in a variety of industrial and 
governmental activities, with fairly universal success . 
Mr . James Lewis' report on PERT contains the following comment: 
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~ruch activity is being generated in the management 
field by a handful of men. The activity is centered 
around a dynamic new management tool, Program Evalu-
ation and Review Technique, the potentials of which 
are being realized more every day by managers in 
defense and industry. One thing for certain, PERT 
is one of the greatest revelations in management 
history . 
This l atter technique was developed for the Navy but has been 
adopted also by the Army and the Air Force. Its original application was 
devoted to the scheduling aspects of major weapons systems, but recent in-
novations have applied it also to the cost and reliability aspects as well . 
In addition to these management tools, the military services 
have made significant progress in adopting Electronic Data Processing and 
newly developed Information Retrieval Techniques to their requirements. 
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These facts would serve to substantiate the comments of General 
Banville. The military executive of today is, indeed, a business manager. 
His assets are the most valuable this country has to offer, its youth; his 
profits are measured in lives instead of dollars; his failure could well 
result in the bankruptcy of all we hold dear. 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE INFLUENCE OF EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES IN PRIVATE INDUSTRY 
We noted in Table I that 39 per cent of the retired military 
executives were employed in private industry, but only 9 per cent of them 
were in a managerial, official, professional or technical capacity. Also, 
in Chapter V we noted the apparent shortages of competent managerial per-
sonnel presently being experienced in industry . In this chapter we will 
attempt to expose some of the reasons for this apparent incongruity be-
tween supply and demand . 
The Michigan group report contained the following comment. 
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The problems of transition to a second career are compli-
cated by civilian employment procedures and civilian atti-
tudes. Until recently, civil ian employers were not faced 
with considerable numbers of retired military officers, 
and it is therefore understandabl e that, with a few excep-
tions, business, government, and educational institutions 
have not thought much about procedures for recruiting such 
personnel . In genera~ procedures of most civilian organi-
zations are oriented toward recrui ting personnel early in 
their occupational careers. The employment of retired 
military personnel, especially officers, requires a modi-
fication of these practices . 
Let us now discuss these attitudes and employment procedures as they a£-
feet the retired military executive . 
Civilian Attitudes 
Many of the present policies and phobias of the legislat or s and 
the American public in general can be traced to the traditional American 
attitudes towards the military . Doctors Bernardo and Bacon, the two mili-
tary historians, explain the reasons for these attitudes . 
, 
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Americans have inherited their military policies from 
their ancestors, and even our colonial forefathers 
brought the roots of some of these from Europe. Among 
the more prominent ideas concerning things military 
which originated in earliest days are the hatred of 
standing armies, especially in peacetime, the revulsion 
against conscription, and the firm resolve to keep the 
military always subservient to civil authority. These 
beliefs, which at the very outset crystallized into 
definite policies, have either persisted through various 
national vicissitudes or have been revived with each 
successive emergency . 
However, in presenting the other side of the picture, they 
write that: 
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Many people have long opposed a strong military force for 
fear "the military" would exer t a dangerous and baneful 
influence upon our institutions. The specter of mili-
tarism has been one of the worst potent influences in 
blocking the strength and development of our armed forces. 
Actually, our military chieftains have never disputed 
their subordination to civil authority and have been 
zealous guardians of our most cherished beliefs . The 
military have also been accused of possessing a "caste 
system" of which West Point and Annapolis are cited as 
glaring examples. Presumably under a ttcaste systemtt 
only West Point graduates could hope for rank and pre-
ferment in the Army, but neither Leonard Wood nor 
George Marshall were graduates of that famed institu-
tion. It is also interesting to point out that those 
military leaders who became President were most conscious 
of the demarcation between civil and military authority 
and scrupulously adhered to this line of policy. 
Then there is the more specific attitude of the individual. 
Often his opinion of officers is colored by his own experience while in 
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the service, or he may wonder why an officer was forced to leave the ser-
vice at an early age. He may feel that there must be something wrong with 
the retired officer and that he, if he hired him, may be getting someone 
that others don't want. He must have read of a number of retired officers 
who were snapped up by industry in important positions and by inductive 
reasoning may assume that they are typical . Those retired officers who 
are not sought after are those that no one wants; therefore, not worth 
hoi~ . 
In previous chapters we have attemparl to dispell any feeling 
that officers who are retired at an early age are incompetent. We have 
indicated their competence by the fact that they were retained so long 
through the continuous weeding-out processes of the military services. 
We have also indicated that early retirement of officers will in the fu-
ture be the rule rather than the exception. 
Recruiting Policies 
Present procedures especially within the large companies are for 
a section or department head desiring to fill a position to spell out to 
the personnel manager in rather specific terms the type of individual he 
desires . He will include specific experience and educational qualifica-
tions. His reasons for being so specific appear to be the following . 
First, the civilian executive is too busy to interview large numbers of 
applicants who obviously would not qualify . Second, he is also too busy 
to spend much time in training a new member of his organization no matter 
how competent. Often he would leave the position open rather than be faced 
with either of these two problems . 
The personnel manager usually will sift through the applicants, 
weeding out those that do not meet the stated requirements. He will send 
to the executive for interview only those that meet all the specifications. 
The military executive's lack of specific industrial experience as well as 
his lack of academic degrees, usually results in an early elimination from 
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consideration. 
An example of this fact is the fo l lowing: The Army Times 
Publishing Company's publication titled WHO'S HIRING WHO? contained 
eleven executive type position openings. In every case a particular ex-
perience requirement was called for which would make it extremely im-
probable that a military retiree could qualify . These requirements 
included (1) a background in chemical industry, (2) an established 
national reputation in Operations Research field, (3) five years selling 
engineering service, (4) broad experience in chemical industry, (5) es-
tablished reputation as a scientist, (6) background in manufacturing and 
marketing consumer durable goods, (7) experience in international finan-
cial management, (8) five to ten years experience in all phases of steel 
making, (9) experience in advertising promotion and sales management , 
(10) proven record of successful accomplishments, electro mechanical of-
fice equipment, (11) ten to fifteen years experience with engineering 
construction firm, steel fabrication. 
That the typical military retiree could meet any one of the 
above stated requirements, is highly questionable. That these openings 
should be included in a publication primarily directed to the military 
retiree, seems incongruous . One can appreciate the average retiree's re-
action after reading a number of these. 
In addition to the experience requirements, most position open-
ings will specify an age limitation which precludes the military retiree. 
Of the eleven openings mentioned above, eight contained age restrictions. 
Three desired applicants to be between 35 and 45, one between 36 and 46 
and others between 35 and 50 y~ars old. These age restrictions were made 
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even though the positions were described as executive types, and re-
quired extensive experience. 
It is s omewhat ironic when one considers the number of people 
who considered President Kennedy too young for his office at 43 years of 
age . On the other hand, h~~ many would have selected Lt.Colonel John 
Glenn for his famous ride . Colonel John Glenn is typical of the mili -
tary ret i ree in age, in rank, in the s i ze of his family and in most 
other ways . Hal Boyle in the Baltimore Sun says of his feat that, nAt 
last the country has what it long needed - a good middle-aged hero . " 
"Astronaut John H. Glenn, Jr . , fills the bill perfectly . " Boyle goes on 
to say: 
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• • •• • (He) made middle- age downright respectable in a land 
which for too long has placed too much emphasis on the 
value of being young . John Glenn has been dry behind the 
ears for some time now. He is 40 years old, has acquired 
a few wrinkles and shows considerable scalp • • ••• 
If two \~eeks ago he had sought a new job, many firms '~ould 
have automatically rejected him because of his age. Many 
have a policy against hiring men 40 or over . Such men are 
regarded as 'too old . ' •• •• • We l l, when the officials head-
ing up the multi- billion dol l ar Mercury Project picked a 
man to orbit the earth in the ' Friendship 7' capsule, they 
didn't send a kid up in a crate like that. They sent up a 
40-year- old veteran, trained, careful, competent - and 
confident in himself and his craft, because he knew what 
both could do • •• • • • They chose John Glenn because they 
thought him the best man for a tough responsible job re-
quiring disciplined judgment as well as daring . 
When a firm will specify a requirement of 10 to 15 years ex-
perience and an age limitation of 35, one can only wonder if such an 
individual could exist considering present educational requirements and 
military service obligations, or if he does exist, why he should be 
reading "Help Wanted Ads 11 • 
Yet, in a discussion of the subject of age in relation to job 
applicants, the CHANGING TIMES contained the following comments: 
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Unreasonable as it usually is, the age prejudice is 
deep- rooted, and the best thing you can do if you're 
in your forties or older and looking for a job is to 
face up to it • • • 
Just about all occupations and all segments of industry 
are affected to some extent by the age prejudice. Where 
it ' s not openly stated, it ' s often secretly felt, or 
even subconsciously felt, by the interviewer or employer. 
110ne of the peculiar aspects of this problem, 11 the article 
states is the fact that " ••• generally, workers over 40 are highly valued 
by their bosses, yet the same bos ses, looking for new help, become prey 
to all sorts of age prejudices." 
In respect to the restrictions placed on applicants to fill 
available positions Mr. H. W. Howell, Vice- President of Lippincote and 
Margulies, made the following comment in an American Management Associa-
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tion pamphlet directed to job seekers . "Personally, 11 he said, "I believe 
many companies set such rigid specifications in looking for a man that they 
overlook worthwhile candidates . " A number of personnel recruiters have 
stated to the author that they will often send an applicant for an inter-
view to fill a position for which they obviously do not meet all the re-
quirements . More often than not these applicants will be hired for the 
position and have turned out so well that the employer will take the time 
to thank the recruiter. 
What would have been the result if during World War II the mili-
tary services had placed similar restrictions on the executives it recruited? 
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How many of the majors and colonels who did so well in moving millions of 
soldiers, air men and sailors overseas and providing them with the where-
withal to fight a war, could have qualified? Their success simply attests 
to the acceptability which can work both ways. Does a man really need 10 
to 15 years experience in an industry before he can qualify as an executive 
in that industry? 
One reason for demanding experience within a particular industry 
is the need for understanding the language of the trade. Rather than ac-
cept an individual from outside the industry many companies will promote 
technicians to supervisory or purely management positions. Often, this 
change merely results in making a poor supervisor out of a good techni-
cian. The company is then not only denied the output of this individual 
but to some extent the potential output of those he supervises. A number 
of civilian executives faced with this problem have stated that it is far 
easier to teach a good manager the language of the trade than to teach 
management principles to one who knows the language. Excellent examples 
of this fact are the many civilians from industry who have worked, or are 
working in the Department of Defense . 
The position of Secretary of Defense has been filled by two auto-
mobile manufacturers and one soap manufacturer . The service secretaries 
have been from equally diverse backgrounds . Should they not have been re-
quired to have broad backgrounds, established reputations or proven records 
in the field of military defense? It would seem that a successful execu-
tive in one field will be equally successful in another and that the prin-
ciples of management once learned can be applied to any business be it that 
of making war or making and selling a product. Just as the Army became so 
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indebted to the lawyer Elihu Root, the doctor Leonard Wood and to the 
Virginian farmer, Washington, who out-generaled the British professionals 
during the Revolutionary War, so could industry become indebted to the 
military retiree. That is, if he is not denied the opportunity because 
of overly stated and unnecessary restrictions on applicants for available 
positions. 
Another facet of the recruiting problem is that resulting from 
the hugeness of present day American industry . Every division, each sub-
sidiary, and sometimes even each department will have its own personnel 
set up. When a retiree wishes to apply to a company, he must then send 
resumes to each and every one of the elements. If he sends it to only 
one his resume will often lie dormant in a department or division which 
has no present requirement for his services; whereas, in another element 
of the company they may have had need for just such a man . 
The military services, in managing many thousands of personnel 
with many different specializations, have developed centralized personnel 
offices and procedures to fill requirements throughout the world. The 
Air Force personnel office, for example, is responsible for assigning 
over 150,000 officers. It appears that many of the large civilian com-
panies could benefit from a similar approach . One of the results could 
well be a reduction in the large personnel turnovers being experienced by 
some companies. Personnel would not be let-off in one division or de-
partment when there is a requirement for their services in another within 
the same company which is often the case today. 
Promotion From Within 
Many companies, if not most, have established a policy of 
promoting only from within the company to fill vacancies resulting from 
personnel retirements or company expansion . This policy is probably the 
biggest barrier in the retired officer's quest for suitable employment. 
The fact that the Armed Forces recognize the need for a continuously 
changing body of executives to maintain a dynamic and progressive organi-
zation made it necessary that he look for another position. Yet, he is 
faced with a somewhat opposite viewpoint from those to whom he must turn 
to obtain the new association. 
One large American oil company quite proudly states in its tele-
vision commercials that when the company president retires, a new office 
boy is hired . The American railroad industry's policy for promotion-from-
within is a well known tradition. The author can point to a large number 
of letters from major companies who answered his letter of application 
with the remark that the promotion- from-within policy of the company pre-
vented consideration of his application. A large number of advertisements 
for management personnel appearing in the help-wanted sections of the 
daily newspapers require that the applicant be a recent college graduate. 
These facts indicate that no new ideas are wanted in private industry, but 
only those that can be absorbed from incumbent managers. 
The author will not attempt to attack t hese promotion- from-within 
policies, but certain apparent facts require exposure. Both inter and intra 
industry competition today is such t hat new methods and new ideas should 
be sought after and not avoided . Hindsight provides us with a number of 
examples where new blood with new ideas may have helped certain industries . 
The traditional policy of the railroads when revenues were fall-
ing was to raise rates. This fact led to increased competition by 
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truckers, bus companies and airlines. Instead of seeking new methods to 
combat this competition, the railroads merely continued their traditional 
policy of raising rates until they no longer were competitive, leading 
many to bankruptcy and ruin . A similar policy is no~" being followed by 
the airlines . 
Some railroads have recently attempted to combat the in- roads 
made by the trucking industry by establishing a policy of "piggy-backing" 
trucks. Another company, when faced with falling passenger revenues, ac-
tually reduced fares, a thing previously unheard of in the industry. Who 
can say l~Thether new blood from outside the railroad industry would not 
have initiated "piggy- backing" and reduced passenger fares nruch earlier 
at a time when these innovations would have been more effective in keeping 
competition small and weak. 
Furthermore, there is the example of the American automobile 
industry . For decades this industry made each new model bigger, more 
powerful and more decorative on the established assumption that this is 
what the consumer wanted. The success of the foreign imports awakened 
this industry to reality . The period of Conspicuous Consumption in re-
lation to the automobile was over. The consumer considered his car as a 
necessity which should accomplish its purpose, that of providing trans-
portation, dependably and economically . 
On the other hand, an example of the influence of new blood on 
the military can be made . The traditional military organization at the 
turn of the century resulted in the logistical fiasco of the Spanish War. 
It took a civilian Secretary of War, named Elihu Root, who had been trained 
as a lawyer, to reorganize the Army and establish the general staff. Later, 
Leonard Wood, trained as a medical doctor, became Chief of Staff and saved 
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the general staff organization when it was challenged by traditional 
jealousies. The value of this new organizational concept was attested 
to during World War I when a many times greater number of soldiers were 
transported a much greater distance than during the Spanish War without 
the confusion and~lays that attended that much smaller effort . Yet, 
when Leonard Wood was being considered for his position as Chief of the 
U.S. Army, the New York Evening Post described him as a man: 
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••• who attended neither West Point, nor any other mili-
tary school in or outside of the Army; who was, until 
eleven years ago, in the active practice of medicine and 
surgery; who never drilled a company in his life; whose 
experience as a regimental commander lasted about two 
months in 1898 •• • • • 
It can be said that promotion-from-within results in more 
loyalty from employees as well as providing a means of rewarding exem-
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plary service. On the other hand, it is obvious that strict adherence to 
such a policy would invariably foster a degree of complacency and lack of 
initiative among employees . For example, an individual in line for an 
advance would hesitate to question a superior's judgment on a particular 
subject for fear it may jeopardize his promotion. Then too, the employee 
would hesitate to show initiative for fear that if his innovation should 
prove undesirable it could prevent him from being promoted . It would ap-
pear, therefore, that in a company following a strictly promotion-from-
within policy, especially one that is expanding rapidly, the best policy 
of an employee would be to go along with everything and don't upset the 
proverbial apple cart. 
History is full of examples of innovations and inventions 
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produced by individuals from outside a profession or industry . It would 
be well for business executives to re- examine their traditional promotion-
from-within policies . The results could well be startling. 
Equating Military Experience to Civilian Positions 
As mentioned in a previous chapter, the problem of equating 
military experience to the needs of private industry presents a particular-
ly difficult problem to the military retiree . This aspect of the problem 
is also true when applied to the industrial recruiter. He does not have 
time to evaluate each applicant's background to determine where he may be 
utilized. He rightly expects the applicant to be able to tell him what he 
would like to do and of what benefit he could be to the company. We have 
now arrived at the crux of the problem. 
For twenty or more years, the military executive was never asked 
what he wanted to do or what he was capable of doing. His uniform and his 
rank spelled that out for him. Within generally very broad areas he was 
supposedly capable of performing any and all jobs called for. He was a 
jack- of- all-trades and not a master- of- one . He may assume that far from 
this being a liability, it is an indication of his flexibility and adapt-
ability . However, in this age of specialization, it serves to work against 
him. 
In expounding the importance of the broader view in business, how-
ever, the Alexander Hamilton Institute has this to say on the subject. 
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Mr . B. K. Worthington, President, United States Steel 
Corporation, recently summed up what it takes to succeed 
in business with this statement: 'The climb up the manage-
ment ladder requires the ability to move from specialized 
activity into broader service . ' During the past half 
century we have had literally thousands of occasions 
to note the accuracy of Mr . Worthington's observations • 
•• • If a person's business knowledge is confined to one 
or two departments he can not properly direct the acti-
vities of an entire enterprise. 
Mr. Samuel Dawson in an article appearing in the Baltimore 
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Evening Sun notes the increased opposition from certain educators t~~ards 
the present trend towards specialization. He points out that business 
schools are adding more and more special courses for technical training. 
But, he notes that some educators believe that the trend is overdone and 
could confine an individual to a particular field which would result in 
an absence of the wider view. "It could prevent you from developing 
characteristics top management seeks when tapping juniors for advancement 
to executive posts, " he warns prospective persons planning to enter a 
business career. He goes on to quote one of the dissenters namely, 
Mr. Howard T. Lewis, professor in the Graduate School of Business Admini-
stration at Harvard University. Mr. Lewis commented that: 
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Too many colleges and universities seem willing to give 
courses on anything from "laundry management" to "pie 
making" provided only some one will subsidize it or it 
can be made to pay for itself financially . 
There is actually very little correlation between the 
business courses majored in at college and the actual 
occupation of alumni. 
Business firms seeking to augment their personnel from 
a graduating class should ask for 'your best men, not 
for your list of majors in accounting or finance or 
marketing. 1 
A defender of this thesis cited by Mr. Le~~is was Dean E. T. Weiler 
of Purdue who he quoted as saying "I don't believe many special skills are 
necessary to get a toehold in American industry." Mr. Lewis also cited 
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two surveys, one by the Ford Foundation, the other by the Carnegie Founda-
tion, as reaching the same conclusion, that vocationalism, or the over-
emphasis on specialization and training for specific jobs, is poor policy 
for colleges and should be left either to industry itself or to vocational 
schools. 
In commenting on the needs of flexibility among military managers, 
Secretary of the Air Force Eugene H. Zuckert indicated the complexity of 
a modern military force and the importance of good managers by saying: 
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The Air Force is a $20 billion annual operation; with 
the responsibility for managing the expenditure of 
nearly 25 cents of every dollar the federal govern-
ment takes in . 
But what business has such problems? How would even 
the best run of our industrial giants handle the cuts 
and surges of revenues that attend defense budgeting? 
Can you imagine any business subject to such rapid 
changes in products of such unholy costs? Do you 
know of any business of such diversity of product from 
bulks to bombers and meat to missiles, buying every-
thing from stockholders, each of ~vhom has a friend on 
the Board of Directors from which you get your money? 
A dozen years ago, when we started talking about the 
future needs of the Air Force for men trained in ma-
nagement, many of our people thought the idea was way 
out in the blue. One fine officer who later became a 
fine manager said to me, "Look, I came into the Air 
Force to fly . " Well, he was, and is, no ~o~orse off 
than the boy who joined the Navy to see the world from 
a nuclear submarine which never surfaces. 
All of which is only to say that the range of military 
duty is so broad, today that it has no precedent and 
no limit. The very fact that a military establishment 
sends officers to such places as the George Washington 
University, School of Government, Business, and Inter-
national Affairs, is evidence enough of the change in 
military affairs. 
••• this means those of us ,.,ho are managers have to be 
better managers than anybody has ever been before. 
The difficulties experienced by most retirees in evaluating 
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their qualifications has resulted in a number of retired or about to be 
retired officers seeking the ass istance of professional job counselors . 
These individuals, for a fee usually about $400 attempt to determine his 
most marketable qualifications, through consultations with the individual 
and study and analysis of his background and military experience . In most 
cases, the officer ends up with a resum~ and a list of personnel recruiting 
agencies throughout the country which he could have purchased himself for 
a few dollars from a number of sources . 
On the other hand, a number of officers 'V'ith very marketable 
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experience but 't-Tith little knowledge in resume writing or job- hunting have 
found these counselors of value in these respects. Of course, these of-
ficers would normally have little difficulty in obtaining a position under 
any circumstances . They are the ones who are reported in the advertise-
ments of the employment counselors \vho list a number of persons who ob-
tained high paying positions through use of their service . No counselor, 
however, will indicate in the advertisements the percentage involved or 
the number of complete failures. 
A similar situation arises in respect to employment agencies. 
These individuals, in trying to fit applicants to available job openings , 
will often come up with some amazing matches . A high ranking Si gnal Corps 
officer would be sent to fill a position obviously calling for a radio 
maintenance man . An officer who has commanded large numbers of men would 
be classified as a personnel manager . However, what usually will happen 
is, he has so many applicants whose qualifications and desires are obvious 
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he cannot be bothered in evaluating the unknown . After all his liveli-
hood is dependent upon the number of job-seekers he places not in doing 
good turns. One employment agency employee stated to the author that, 
"When we get a retired line officer without any technical skills we sim-
ply go through the motions of registering him. \Yhen he leaves we file 
his information in File X." 
The Michigan Group recognized this problem in their study. They 
recommended therefore that vocational counseling services of the armed 
services and Department of Labor be strengthened to assist in the trans-
fer of military retirees from military to civilian employment. They also 
indicated of prime importance in this respect would be the development 
of meaningful experience records for each retiring military individual. 
It is an ironic fact that military personnel procedures provide consider-
able information for equating civilian experience to the needs of the 
military . But no attempt has been made to do the reverse. It would ap-
pear that any progress in this respect would have considerable influence 
on the problem. The retiree who knows exactly for what he is best fitted 
and where, would, no doubt, be a great deal more confident of the future. 
Similarities Between Military and Industry 
The report of the conference held in 1960 on the "Needs for 
Knowledge Regarding the Military Retirement Problem" contained the follow-
ing observation: 
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Discussion tended to center on the problems confronting 
personnel whose military experience did not have some 
directly apparent civilian counterpart; the line officer 
and the foot soldier being the prototypes . Various 
speakers contended that much of the problem of transfer-
ability of line skills to civilian occupations was more 
apparent than real. They felt that the problem stemmed 
from the limited knowledge of both potential employers 
and retirees regarding the actual applicability of mili-
tary experience to various civilian jobs. 
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"Much of the problem of transferability of line skills to civi-
lian occupations was more apparent than real", is considered worthy of 
repetition. Let us now consider some of the not so obvious similarities 
between these two professions . 
In civilian industry there are three major functions, that of 
sales, production and finance. Let us consider each in turn as they ap-
ply to the military. 
The armed forces officer is continually selling . Twenty-four 
hours a day, seven days a week, he is selling himself to his men . By his 
conduct, habits, appearance, manner and knowledge of his trade, he is 
selling himself as a competent leader, soldier and disciplinarian . He 
does this in order that he, together with his men, can in turn sell the 
military service to its stockholders, the American people, to the citizens 
of an occupied or friendly foreign country in which he is stationed and to 
any potential enemy who may desire to test their efficiency. 
On the surface this may appear to be a different type of selling 
from that expected in private industry; however, the fundamental principles 
of both are the same. In fact, selling the armed forces to a population 
with an inherent distaste for things military, as are the American people, 
or to a citizenry being occupied would appear to be much more difficult 
than selling electrical appliances, automobiles, or other desirable items 
without which most Americans would find it difficult to exist. 
The success of the American military forces in selling themselves, 
and America in general has been borne out many times and in many places 
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throughout the world contrary to the small number of serious incidents 
that get blown up in the press way beyond their significance . The num-
ber of incidents in Germany or J apan, for exampl e, is far below that which 
can be expected under the circumstances . The respect of these two 
countries for United States military personnel is testimony to an excel-
lent selling job . 
Now, turning to production, the military officers' raw material 
is an American youth whose whole background and training has been con-
trary to that expected in a soldier. Instead of a free thinker he must 
be taught unhesitating obedience to authority . Instead of an individual 
he must be taught to act as a member of a team. Instead of a sportsman, 
he must be taught to kill, when engaged in combat, and forget all he 
learned about fair play. No raw material is less fitted to the end pro-
duct . During the war, with a heated enemy over the horizon, the task is 
difficult . During peacetime the task is even more difficult . 
The retired military officer has engaged in planning, organizing, 
directing and controlling the production of trained soldiers and weapons 
systems of many types. In this production job his tools and tactics are 
very similar to those used throughout private industry. 
C. W. Borklund, publisher of Armed Forces Management, indi-
cates the importance of logistics management to our present day military 
establishment . 
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••• particularly in these cold war times, how effectively 
we manage our available resources and re-shape them to 
meet the Soviet challenge (particularly in a Democratic 
Vs. Totalitarian system of making decisions) is going to 
determine almost entirely whether we survive or not •••• 
all today's smart defense personnel have really been 
doing in recent months is rephrasing, embellishing 
and/or polishing the advice given the Free World 
nearly 20 years ago by British Field Marshal Montgomery 
when he said, 'Winning wars is 25% strategy and 75% 
logistics' ••• The recent impressive success of the Armed 
Forces Management Association •• • in adding to its member 
lists the very top decision makers of the military. 
One of their key reasons for j oining, a strong desire 
to spread around knowledge of ne~.J business ideas and 
techniques for running the shop better both in the 
military and in defense industry. 
In respect to finance, he had a payroll, he had a budget, he 
lived by a program. In fact, one of the first duties of a newly made 
shave-tail lieutenant is that of club officer where he must learn the 
fundamentals of double entry accounting in self defense . As he goes up 
the ladder, he becomes more and more involved in budgeting and financial 
problems. 
One apparent difference between the military executive and the 
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civilian business executive in a free society is that the military man is 
a member of a monopoly while the civilian executive is normally a member 
of a highly competitive business. Thus, it has been assumed by some that 
the civilian has a highly developed competitive attitude whereas the mili-
tary man does not . Nothing could be farther from the truth . 
It can also incorrectly be assumed that this competition is 
limited to physical prowess of one soldier to another . The place of phy-
sical prowess in warfar e has been relegated to an ever decreasing place 
of importance throughout history being replaced by tactics and technology. 
No assumption should be made,however, that the importance of physical fit-
ness of the individual has in any way been deflated . The importance of 
the latter to success in battle can be ascertained by considerations of 
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the influence of technology on the history of warfare and in turn on the 
history of the world. 
The Byzantine Empire was able to exist for a thousand years due, 
to a large extent, upon the use of "Greek Fire" . It finally fell because 
of its lack of appreciation of the cannon which permitted the Turks to 
crumble the walls that guarded their capitol city, Constantinople. The 
Turks in turn were stopped by the Venetians at Lepanto largely as a result 
of the latter's technological improvements on their shipboard cannon. 
Napoleon was so successful largely because of his appreciation for and im-
provements in field artillery. 
It has been stated that the military services are slow to change 
and go into each succeeding war with the weapons left over from the last 
one. But, blame for this should be laid upon the politicians' control of 
the purse strings, not upon the military man's lack of progressiveness . 
By way of example, after the Civil War when the Army leaders requested that 
they be provided with the newly developed repeating rifles, they were told 
that this could not be because of the large supply of the old type ammuni-
tion left over from the War . Again, just prior to War II, the same occurred 
· h 75 d h l of 75 MM shells. 66 1n respect to t e MM cannon an t e supp y 
After the war, the Army's desire to change to the green uniform 
was delayed by the politicians until the supply of khaki cloth left over 
from ~vorld War II was exhausted. Also, attempts to modernize the Army with 
advanced equipment were delayed because of fiscal considerations until the 
Berlin crisis and the recognized superiority of current Russian equipment 
made reconsideration of this policy mandatory . 
In view of the above, it is not accurate to say that the military 
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man is lacking initiative or a competitive spirit, but it would be accu-
rate to say that he is readily adaptable to the decisions of superior 
authority. It would, therefore, be unfair to saddle the retired military 
officer with the stigma of lack of progressiveness when, in fact, he is 
very appreciative of the need for keeping abreast with the technological 
arts. 
There are, of course, also many differences between the mili-
tary profession and private industry. These differences are so obvious 
and well known that it is considered unnecessary that they be set forth 
in this thesis. However, one observation in respect to what is probably 
considered the most important difference is worthy of noting . This is the 
fact that the military executive expects and receives unhesitating obedi-
ence to his orders by his subordinates. While in civilian industry a sub-
ordinate is free to disobey his superior if he desires. A closer look, 
however, reveals that although a civilian is not compelled legally to obey 
the desires of his superior he is usually compelled to do so for economic 
reasons. Therefore, it would seem that at least in this respect being an 
executive in civilian life is really not particularly different from being 
one in the military service. Many other apparent differences no doubt 
would also succumb to the same analysis. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
We have noted in preceding chapters that most military executives 
upon retiring from the military services are merely changing from a mili-
tary to a civilian career. This fact results not from their selfish de-
sires to seek more lucrative fields but from the military services desires 
to maintain a dynamic Corps of officers . We have also indicated that a 
large number of individuals are involved and that their number will in-
crease in the future. The situation is not of a temporary nature but can 
be expected to continue into the foreseeable future due to the United 
States position as leader of the Free World and the necessity of supporting 
our foreign policies with a strong military force in-being . 
Most of these individuals have experienced difficulties in making 
the transition to civilian life resulting in a lowering of their incomes 
and position in society. Also, ignorance of their capabilities, to a large 
extent, prevents their making a full contribution to civilian society after 
their retirement from the military services. If the present situation in 
respect to the average retiree is not improved a lessening of the desira-
bility of a military career could result, reducing the military service's 
ability to attract competent personnel which is vital during this COLD WAR 
period. 
This situation stems from many things, first and foremost is the 
lack of knowledge of the true situation among the general public and the 
legislators. Second, is the fact that, although retired, the military ex-
ecutive continues in office, thereby rest ricting his ability to obtain 
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positions within the federal civil service and inhibiting his activities 
in private industry. Third, is the uniqueness of his past profession which 
creates difficulties in matching his experience with civilian requirements . 
Lastly, is the inexperience of private industry and local governments with 
the capabilities of these individuals and with the procedures for recruit-
ing them. 
However, there are, no doubt, certain actions which can be taken 
by the government, by the mil itary services, by private industry and by 
the local governments, which could help improve the present situation. 
Let us consider each in turn to seek out and expose areas where each can 
help improve the present undesirable and unhealthy situation. 
Recommendations 
First, let us consider improvements that could be taken by the 
Federal Government by legislative action. 
We have noted a trend to maintain the presentdlal office legis-
lation as well as to increase its scope by including retired reservists as 
well as those retirees from the regular components. We will not concern 
ourselves with the validity or desirability of this legislation but rather 
let us consider means for overcoming this impediment to utilization of re-
tired military personnel in federal civil service. 
If, upon retirement, each retiree were granted the option of re-
ceiving separation pay instead of retired pay it would appear then that 
many of the objections of present civil service employees would be elimina-
ted. Retired military personnel could then compete on an equal basis for 
civil service positions if they desired. Their previous military service 
would not be used for leave and retirement purposes. After completing the 
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required number of years, which in view of the age of the average retiree 
upon retirement would be possible, he would be retired from civil service 
the same as other employees without sacrificing his military retired pay. 
Separation pay is presently being granted to military executives 
who are separated involuntarily prior to retirement. This constitutes a 
complete separation from the service and they are not considered as conti-
nuing to hold a federal office even though they may continue to hold a re-
serve commission. 
Separation pay is paid to officers of the regular components on 
the basis of two months base pay for each year of active duty, and to the 
active reservists on the basis of one-half of one month's base pay for 
each year of active duty served. These differences are somewhat compen-
sated for by the fact that a reservist may keep his separation pay, enlist, 
serve the remainder of the years required to qualify for retirement and be 
retired in the pay of his highest active-duty or reserve rank. Therefore, 
a reserve officer who is involuntarily separated prior to being eligible 
for retirement may receive both separation pay as well as retired pay . On 
the other hand, a regular officer who is involuntarily separated prior to 
retirement may not enlist to complete eligibility for retirement without 
forfeiture of the separation pay. 
It would seem that the present situation presents a number of 
incongruities. Retirement pay was originated to compensate those indivi-
duals who, it was expected, would not be seeking active, long-time careers 
in civilian life. It would appear, therefore, that separation pay would 
be more appropriate for individuals seeking second careers. 
What would be an equitable method for determining who should 
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receive separation pay and who should receive retirement pay? What should 
determine the amount of separation pay? The following method is presented 
as a solution to these questions. 
Age could be the determining factor for the receipt of separation 
or retirement pay. An individual retiring prior to age fifty would be in 
a position to qualify for a retirement pension from his second career. 
Under the present circumstances he would then receive three annuities; 
namely, military retired pay, social security and civilian retirement pen-
sion. On the other hand an individual retiring from the military service 
after reaching age fifty would not normally be able to qualify for a civi-
lian retirement pension. It is therefore suggested that military execu-
tives leaving the services prior to their fiftieth birthday be given an 
option or even required to accept a separation allowance. Those officers 
leaving the service after their fiftieth birthday would be granted retire-
ment pay. 
In answer to the second question, the following schedule is pre-
c 
sented for consideration. Officers separated from the serv~e with less 
than 10 years service should be granted a separation allowance of 1 month's 
base pay for each year of actual service. Those separated with more than 
10 but less than 20 years of service should be granted a separation allow-
ance of 2 months base pay for each year of active service such as is pro-
vided f or in present legislation. Those separated with more than 20 years 
of service should be granted 4 months pay for each year of actual service . 
The typical retiree would then receive approximately $59,600 separation pay 
as compared to a total estimated retired pay of approximately $134,000. 
This pay should be taxed as capital gains, if at all, otherwise the retiree 
would suffer too great a financial loss when the net amount he receives is 
compared to the equity his annuity would represent. But, on the other 
hand, he would be getting it when he needs it the most . His old age 
would be provided for by Social Security and any other pension for which 
he may qualify during his civilian career. 
In addition to receiving this sum at a time when it would do 
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him the most good, the retiree would realize the following additional ad-
vantage. He would be sure to receive at least a portion of the money 
which his annuity represents; for, unlike other retirement annuities his 
equity disappears when he dies . This equity which at present insurance 
rates is valued at from $80,000 to $120,000, depending upon his age at 
retirement, has no cash value which could be paid to his family should he 
die. If this were to occur shortly after retirement his family would re-
ceive little benefit f or his time spent in the military service. They 
would be left with no income what-so-ever except for any Social Security 
benefits for which he may have qualified. Realizing this threat to his 
family's financial security, the retiree will usually load up on insurance 
which further reduces his disposable income. A lump sum payment at re-
tirement would provide some security for the retiree's family . It can be 
seen then that a lump sum payment rather than an annuity would not have 
one-sided advantages, but would benefit both the government and the indi-
vidual concerned. 
Separation rather than retirement would have the following ad-
ditional benefits. 
First, the retiree could continue in the active reserve contri-
buting his services and military know-how to the nation. At present he must 
be placed in the retired reserve which prevents him from making any 
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contribution in this respect. This stems from the fact that if a retiree 
were to earn a promotion while participating in the active reserve his 
retired pay would have to be recomputed to the higher level. Therefore, 
the government does not presently permit retired officers, even though 
they may continue to hold reserve commissions, to join an active reserve 
unit. The nation suffers some loss in this respect. 
Second, the lump sum payment would permit him to continue his 
education without any hardship. Once completed, his educational background 
plus his military experience should make his search for a suitable civilian 
position much less difficult. It would also provide capital for going into 
business for himself should he so desire. 
Third, there is the fact that continuing in office authorizes 
the retiree the continued use of military facilities. These facilities 
are normally only adequate for the active forces. At a time when the num-
ber of retirees reaches a million or more, as is expected, it can be seen 
that these facilities will not be able to cope with the situation. Sepa-
ration therefore will provide an answer to this problem. Military faci-
lities would then only be required to support the active forces and the 
much smaller number of retirees . 
Fourth, if separation is substituted in the majority of cases for 
retirement then the 3.4 billion dollars per year of retirement pay would 
probably not be reached. The job of accounting for and payment of retire-
ment funds each month would be greatly lessened, decreasing the burden on 
the military services in this respect. 
Lastly, the military retiree would not be the object of remarks 
such as "Sacred Cow" nor could it be said that he is drawing compensation 
, 
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from two sources if he continued in the government. 
The federal government should also provide that benefits of the 
World tvar II and Korean GI bills be authorized retirees. At present there 
is an inequitable situation existing in this respect. Those officers who 
remained in the service when they were most needed immediately after World 
War II were not authorized any of the GI benefits granted veterans of that 
war. While on the other hand, those who left the service, even for one 
day, and later returned were authorized all of these benefits including up 
to 5 years educational assistance and home loan guarantees . The retiree 
is normally eligible for Korean War educational benefits. However, these 
benefits are so much less than those for World lvar II they normally '"ill 
not even cover tuition charges let alone books, transportation and other 
expenses. 
Next, let us turn to the actions that could be taken by the mili-
tary services themselves. Each retiree should be provided with meaningful 
experience statements reflecting any commendations and awards received 
while in the service. He should be provided also with information relating 
his experience to the requirements of civilian industry . 
This job can be accomplished much better by the military than by 
civilian employment counselors or employment agencies who would thereby be 
prevented from exploiting him. The military services should also provide 
for testing these individuals to expose any hidden talents or reveal any 
unknown weaknesses. Armed with an official record of his experience and 
accomplishments and provided with guidance resulting from personal testing 
and consultation t he retiree would no doubt find his future much less dif-
ficult. 
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Then there is the question of in-service educational assistance. 
The present situation is also inconsistent and inequitable. For example, 
the Air Force and the Navy will pay tuition expenses of an individual 
taking off-duty courses, up to $7.50 per credit hour. This assistance is 
provided up to the day he is retired if he desires. The Army on the other 
hand will not assist a reservist in this respect after he completes 18 
years of service. The Army reservist, therefore, is denied any financial 
assistance to complete his education at the time he needs it most. This 
situation can easily be corrected by permitting veterans to receive the 
training benefits of the World War II or Korean GI bills while in the ser-
vice. Also, the regulations for in-service financial assistance for off-
duty education should be increased and made uniform throughout the services 
for those individuals who will not qualify for assistance under the GI 
bills . 
The military services should also consider the recommendations 
of General Newman in respect to granting of degrees as discussed in Chapter 
v, as well as publicizing the curricula of the many service schools. The 
fact that an officer graduated from a branch school means very little to 
a prospective employer . However, if he knew that graduation from the 
school meant that the officer successfully completed courses in such sub-
jects as Personnel Management, Logistics Management, Organization and Plan-
ning, Public Relations and Training Methods; that these courses normally 
required up to 50% more class room hours than in t he normal college course 
in the same subject; and that the courses were presented by competent well 
trained instructors both military and civilian, he could better appreciate 
the contribution that the officer could make to his company. 
The special service schools which are presenting excellent 
courses in Electronic Data Processing, PERT, and Systems Analysis should 
also be publicized in order that graduation from these schools may also 
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be appreciated . The number of hours of instruction in these subjects pre-
sented to students in the military schools is normally 2 or 3 times greater 
than that required by universities offering the same subjects. 
What can employers in private industry do to improve the present 
situation? Certainly, no special considerations should be granted to re-
tired military personnel . They should be considered in the same manner as 
other applicants for positions. However, certain improvements could be 
realized by reconsidering their present policies in respect to age, experi-
ence requirements, and specific educational degrees. 
Once it is recognized that age differs between individuals t his 
problem could well be corrected; for, one individual may be old at forty 
while another can be selected to be the first American to circumnavigate 
the earth in orbit. In respect to specific experience, the military exe-
cutive's flexibility gained as a result of his many varied positions while 
in the service will no doubt indicate his ability to overcome this hurdle. 
Those who decry his lack of educational degrees should consider the fact 
that "there is no substitute for experience" . 
The present policies relative to strict promotion- from-within 
should be relaxed. By this it is not meant that retired military execu-
tives should be or expect to be hired at or near the top . In most cases 
they are prepared and willing to enter a company at much lower levels than 
that which they held in the military and to compete on an equal basis with 
others for the top positions when they become available. There is no doubt 
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that many military executives are dropped from consideration for positions 
which they would be happy to accept, merely because their past military ex-
perience indicated that they were qualified for positions at a much higher 
level. An example of this fact is an officer who may show experience on a 
general staff or as commander of a large military unit. A civilian employer 
on noting this fact may feel that an offer of a position at the middle man-
agement level in a subordinate element of the company would be beneath the 
officer's requirements. Since no senior level position is available no 
offer whatsoever is made, when in fact the officer would have been happy 
to accept a l ower position . 
Employers in private industry may also find it to their benefit 
to acquaint themselves with the potential contributions of the retired 
military executive to their companies. In this respect, the major expan-
sion of U. S. industry abroad,especially in Common Market countries, may 
provide an area where these personnel could make significant contributions. 
Most military executives have spent a number of years in foreign countries 
and have dealt, often at rather high levels, with representatives of for-
eign governments . They have, therefore, obtained valuable experience in 
dealing with foreign officials and have acquired intimate knowledge of the 
habits and customs of these countries. Similar qualifications are often 
difficult to find. 
Local government leaders should also acquaint themselves with 
the potential contribution of the retired military executive to their par-
ticular areas of responsibility. 
Of particular importance in this area is the unique training and 
experience many retired executives will have which would qualify them for 
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positions as town or city managers . Other i mportant areas where they 
could contribute are in civilian defense activities, in teching or 
physical education duties, or as members of school or planning boards . 
Many retired officers are presently serving in these capacities through-
out the U. S . A. There are, no doubt, opportunities for many more to 
make significant contributions . 
It is hoped that these recommendations may provide food for 
thought which will result in action by responsible officials in the fede-
ral government , the military services, private industry and local govern-
ment in order to permit a greater number of retired military executives 
to contribute fully to the economic and civic life of the nation . 
In writing this thesis the author has strived to be as objec-
tive as possible . By exposing the facts and permitting the reader to 
arrive at his own conclusions, it was hoped that any charge of bias or 
opinion could be avoided. However, in view of the fact that the author 
spent practically all of his adult life to date in the military service 
and has experienced most of the problems described herein, there is no 
doubt much evidence of the professional military man's viewpoint through-
out the thesis . There are other points- of-view which could and should 
be aired . Among these are the opinions of those employers who have 
hired retired military individuals. Since the author is poorly quali-
fied to interpret and evaluate i nformation in t his respect, this area 
is suggested as a possible subject for another thesis . 
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